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Abstract

Risk Sharing with Multilateral Financial Institutions in Infrastructure and Energy
Project Financing: Effect on Capital Relief for Commercial Banks

Raul Rosales, BSc (Economics), November 2012

(Matsukawa and Habeck, 2007) analyse the main instruments for risk mitigation in
infrastructure financing with Multilateral Financial Institutions (MFIs). Their review
coincided with the global financial crisis of 2007-08, and is highly relevant in current
times considering the sovereign debt crisis, the lack of available capital and the increases
in bank regulation in Western economies. The current macroeconomic environment has
seen a slowdown in the level of finance for infrastructure projects, as they pose a higher
credit risk given their requirements for long term investments. The rationale for this
work is to look for innovative solutions that are focused on the credit risk mitigation of
infrastructure and energy projects whilst optimizing the economic capital allocation for
commercial banks.

This objective is achieved through risk-sharing with MFIs and looking for capital relief
in project finance transactions. This research finds out the answer to the main question:
”What is the impact of risk-sharing with MFIs on project finance transactions to increase
their efficiency and viability?”, and is developed from the perspective of a commercial bank
assessing the economic capital used and analysing the relevant variables for it: Probabil-
ity of Default, Loss Given Default and Recovery Rates, (Altman, 2010). An overview of
project finance for the infrastructure and energy sectors in terms of the volume of trans-
actions worldwide is outlined, along with a summary of risk-sharing financing with MFIs.
A review of the current regulatory framework beneath risk-sharing in structured finance
with MFIs is also analysed. From here, the impact of risk-sharing and the diversification
effect in infrastructure and energy projects is assessed, from the perspective of economic
capital allocation for a commercial bank. CreditMetrics (J. P. Morgan, 1997) is applied
over an existing well diversified portfolio of project finance infrastructure and energy in-
vestments, working with the main risk capital measures: economic capital, RAROC, and
EVA. The conclusions of this research show that economic capital allocation on a portfolio
of project finance along with risk-sharing with MFIs have a huge impact on capital relief
whilst increasing performance profitability for commercial banks. There is an outstanding
diversification effect due to the portfolio, which is combined with risk mitigation and an
improvement in recovery rates through Partial Credit Guarantees issued by MFIs.

A stress test scenario analysis is applied to the current assumptions and credit risk
model, considering a downgrade in the rating for the commercial bank (lender) and an
increase of default in emerging countries, presenting a direct impact on economic capital,
through an increase in expected loss and a decrease in performance profitability. Getting
capital relief through risk-sharing makes it more viable for commercial banks to finance
infrastructure and energy projects, with the beneficial effect of a direct impact of these
investments on GDP growth and employment. The main contribution of this work is
to promote a strategic economic capital allocation in infrastructure and energy financing
through innovative risk-sharing with MFIs and economic pricing to create economic value
added for banks, and to allow the financing of more infrastructure and energy projects.

This work suggests several topics for further research in relation to issues analysed.
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Resumen

(Matsukawa and Habeck, 2007) analizan los principales instrumentos de mitigación
de riesgos en las Instituciones Financieras Multilaterales (IFMs) para la financiación de
infraestructuras. Su presentación coincidió con el inicio de la crisis financiera en Agosto
de 2007, y sus consecuencias persisten en la actualidad, destacando la deuda soberana
en economı́as desarrolladas y los problemas capitalización de los bancos. Este entorno
macroeconómico ha ralentizado la financiación de proyectos de infraestructuras. El actual
trabajo de investigación tiene su motivación en la búsqueda de soluciones para la finan-
ciación de proyectos de infraestructuras y de enerǵıa, mitigando los riesgos inherentes,
con el objeto de reducir el consumo de capital económico en los bancos financiadores.

Este objetivo se alcanza compartiendo el riesgo de la financiación con IFMs, a través
de estructuras de risk-sharing. La investigación responde la pregunta: ”Cuál es el impacto
de risk-sharing con IFMs, en la financiación de proyectos para aumentar su eficiencia y vi-
abilidad?”. El trabajo se desarrolla desde el enfoque de un banco comercial, estimando el
consumo de capital económico en la financiación de proyectos y analizando las principales
variables del riesgo de crédito, Probability of Default, Loss Given Default and Recovery
Rates, (Altman, 2010). La investigación presenta las cifras globales de Project Finance en
los sectores de infraestructuras y de enerǵıa, y analiza el marco regulatorio internacional
en relación al consumo de capital económico en la financiación de proyectos en los que
participan IFMs. A continuación, el trabajo modeliza una cartera real, bien diversificada,
de Project Finance de infraestructuras y de enerǵıa, aplicando la metodoloǵıa CreditMet-
rics (J. P. Morgan, 1997). Su objeto es estimar el consumo de capital económico y la
rentabilidad de la cartera de proyectos a través del RAROC y EVA. La modelización
permite estimar el efecto diversificación y la liberación de capital económico consecuencia
del risk-sharing. Los resultados muestran el enorme impacto del efecto diversificación de
la cartera, aśı como de las garant́ıas parciales de las IFMs que mitigan riesgos, mejoran el
recovery rate de los proyectos y reducen el consumo de capital económico para el banco
comercial, mientras aumentan la rentabilidad, RAROC, y crean valor económico, EVA.

En escenarios económicos de inestabilidad, empeoramiento del rating de los bancos,
aumentos de default en los proyectos y de correlación en las carteras, hay un impacto
directo en el capital económico y en la pérdida de rentabilidad. La liberación de capital
económico, como se plantea en la presente investigación, permitirá financiar más proyectos
de infraestructuras y de enerǵıa, lo que repercutirá en un mayor crecimiento económico y
creación de empleo.

La principal contribución de este trabajo es promover la gestión activa del capital
económico en la financiación de infraestructuras y de proyectos energéticos, a través de
estructuras innovadoras de risk-sharing con IFMs y de creación de valor económico en
los bancos comerciales, lo que mejorará su eficiencia y capitalización. La aportación
metodológica del trabajo se convierte por su originalidad en una contribución, que sugiere
y facilita nuevas ĺıneas de investigación académica en las principales variables del riesgo
de crédito que afectan al capital económico en la financiación de proyectos.
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Nomenclature

Collateralized Debt Obligation CDO

Credit Default Swaps CDS

Development Finance Institutions DFIs

Exposure at Default EAD

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development EBRD

European Central Bank ECB

European Commission EC

European Investment Bank EIB

European Investment Fund EIF

Economic Value Added EVA

International Financial Institution IFI

International Finance Corporation IFC

Inter-American Development Bank IDB

Long Guarantee Instrument trans-European-transport networks projectsLGTT

Loss Given Default LGD

Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency MIGA

Multilateral Development Banks MDBs

Multilateral Financial Institutions MFIs

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development OECD

Over the Counter OTC

Partial Credit Guarantees PCGs

Political Risk Insurance PRI

Probabilities of Default PDs

Public-Private Partnerships PPPs

Risk-Adjusted Return on Capital RAROC

Research Development and Innovation RDI

Risk-Sharing Finance Facility RSFF

Risk-Sharing Facility RSF
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Trans-European Transport Network TEN-T

Small to Medium-Enterprises SMEs

Special Purpose Vehicle SPV
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The motivation for risk-sharing with MFIs as ideal counter-parties to finance

infrastructure and energy projects is discussed from the perspective of the cur-

rent situation of capital markets and commercial banks from the onset of the

financial crisis in 2007. The main question of this research is outlined along

with essential elements of its rationale.

1.1 Risk Capital in Infrastructure Projects

One of the main objectives of any commercial bank or other financial institution should

be the management of risk. The magnitude and duration of the current financial turmoil

following the global financial crisis provides us with insights into the consequences of

ignoring such an objective (Reinhart and Rogoff, 2009). One may say that “mitigating

risks” is a fundamental role of a banker, and this is something crucial in the field of

Corporate Finance to structure the financing of energy projects or any infrastructure

investment (Matsukawa and Habeck, 2007).

Since the financial crisis started in August 2007, liquidity-, market-, credit-, and oper-

ational risk have been key drivers in managing the risk of any financial institution. For an

overview of various risks related to the crisis, see Brunnermeier (2009). Economic capital

covers credit risk, market risk, operational risk and even encompasses business or strategic

risk (Servigny and Renault, 2004). To mitigate these risks and manage economic capital
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is especially relevant for creating capital relief and meeting regulatory requirements. For a

detailed perspective of allocated capital and its measured performance, see Crouhy et al.

(2006).

This issue is relevant to the financial industry and for this reason authorities pro-

mote and pay special attention to capital regulation, because this is one of the main

drivers to reach financial stability. What is more, when there is regulatory arbitrage, for

instance between regulatory capital and economic capital, financial institutions start to

invest through off-balance sheet vehicles and begin developing opaque financial instru-

ments which are very difficult to supervise and are not regulated. For an updated review

of regulatory and economic capital, see Laere and Baesens (2009).

High market volatility (the highest in modern history), along with huge increases in

Credit Default Swap (CDS) and a freezing of the Over the Counter (OTC) structured

products, are triggers for new schemes of financing to improve access to financial markets

for private companies and public institutions alike. In this environment, new Research

and Development Initiatives are in high demand by financial markets.

From the perspective of the Energy and Infrastructure sectors there is a huge demand

for investments in these areas from all over the world, and for innovative solutions to

raise funds for these investments. A recent research document (OECD, 2006) presents

the outlook for infrastructure and energy investments in the time horizon 2020–2030 that

focuses on OECD countries and the economies of Brazil, China, India, Indonesia and Rus-

sia. The report estimates that the cost of infrastructure construction in Road Transport

lies between USD 220 billion and USD 290 billion per year. In the Rail Transport sector,

the report estimates infrastructure requirements to be between USD 50 to 60 billion per

year. At the same time, it highlights that two-thirds of these investments will be done in

OECD countries.

From the perspective of capital markets and commercial banks there is currently a

lack of liquidity and new regulatory requirements in terms of economic capital. If we

add the variable that infrastructure investments are usually long term investments that

last around 20 to 25 years, which means a higher credit risk and higher cost of funding

for lenders and borrowers, we could conclude that the landscape is not very positive at

8



the moment, in which there is high aversion to credit risk and deleverage in the financial

sector.

1.2 Rationale for Economic Capital Allocation

The new economic capital regulatory requirements for banks and the large amount of

money required by the infrastructure and energy sectors are a trigger to look for new

instruments to get capital relief in project finance on a standalone basis and on a port-

folio basis. This is particularly important if we take into account the volume of project

finance transactions all over the world that will be analysed in Chapter II, along with the

regulatory framework required for commercial banks from a risk sharing perspective, to

optimise the economic capital.

In this new framework it is necessary to design new financial instruments to optimise

the economic capital for project finance transactions, and MFIs have key roles through

risk-sharing schemes that will be analysed and summarised in Chapter II. While MFIs

usually operate through lending to support economic development, they could also sup-

port development by being the ideal counter-parties for risk-sharing in emerging markets.

There are several reasons for this. Firstly, MFIs have the benefit of low capital costs due

to their credit ratings. This is because MFIs main shareholders are typically composed

of governments, which implicitly support some of their AAA ratings. Secondly, MFIs

may have informational advantage over private lenders (Rockerbie and Easton, 2003),

which may help to mobilise limited capital efficiently. Lastly, as international financial

institutions, MFIs can help advocate political policies in developing countries that in turn

effectively support financial stability (Summers, 2000). These political policies in the

infrastructure sector and maybe in the energy sector could be focused on PPP schemes

of financing which try to reach the challenging balance between the public and private

sector in sharing risks.

We therefore believe that, in terms of corporate finance, risk-sharing with MFIs looking

for capital relief in project finance is one of the best ways to help reactivate the current

capital markets and to cope with large investments required by the infrastructure and

energy sectors. In this regard, this work is in line with literatures that advocate a role for

9



international public financial institutions in managing global financial risk and is similar

in spirit to the advocation of international financial institutions to reduce global financial

instability that has been proposed in a different context by Reinhart and Rogoff (2009)

and Summers (2000). (Matsukawa and Habeck, 2007) made a thorough review of the

main risk mitigation instruments of MFIs for infrastructure financing.

1.3 Focus of Research

In practical terms, since risk-sharing through guarantees issued by MFIs to private in-

stitutions has grown in popularity in recent years, their impact on the internal structure

of economic capital on the portfolio of project finance for commercial banks deserves

greater examination. In this context, our current research will try to answer the following

question:

What is the impact of risk-sharing with MFIs on project finance transactions to in-

crease their efficiency and viability?

MFIs are trying to find out solutions for the financial turmoil started in August 2007.

Most of these solutions are based on leveraging their financing with the private sector

in the industry. In this sense, MFIs are becoming pertinent players in the financial

markets 1 of developed economies and emerging ones.2 There is much more demand to

apply for loans from MFIs than ever before. Due to this fact, IFIs have a challenge

trying to maintain appropriate lending volumes and launching risk-sharing initiatives

while respecting its risk bearing capacity. This is the case of the EIB with its target of

a global borrowing authorisation for 2012 of up to EUR 60 bn and an average lending

of EUR 48 bn for 2012-2014, (European Investment Bank, 2011). The same happens in

1Communiqué of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the European Investment
Bank, and the World Bank Group. http://web.worldbank.org/“EBRD, EIB and World Bank Group join
forces to support Eastern Europe. Up to e24.5 billion committed for banking sectors and bank lending
to enterprises”.

2Monahan, J., The Banker, Development Demand, June 2009, page 102; Nick Rischbieth, president
of the Central American Bank for Economic Integration, says “before the crisis, development banks were
losing their relevance. If you look at figures for the World Bank and the Inter-American Development
Bank, their lending was decreasing. There were less demand because practically every Latin American
country, had access to capital markets. Now, capital market access has pretty much dried up” for countries
that are either not big enough, in the way that Mexico and Brazil are, or which do not have an acceptable
(credit) rating, in the way that Chile and Colombia do”.
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other IFIs, who are increasing their lending volumes and geographic scope of investments

and are trying to deploy risk mitigating measures to prevent a reduction of commercial

bank’s activities. 3

There are many ways to work on this research about risk-sharing. It appears that the

most efficient way is to focus on credit risk mitigation and economic capital relief in order

to make project finance transactions more “bankable” in terms of viability and access to

capital markets. This would definitely help for the economic sustainability development

of key sectors for the economy: infrastructure and energy.

1.4 Summary of Chapters

Chapter II firstly presents an outlook of project finance figures in the world in the past

two years, followed by a review of risk-sharing with MFIs resulting in capital relief for

commercial banks. The experience from some MFIs are summarized, along with some

discussion about possible risk sharing structures based on credit risk transfer from com-

mercial banks to MFIs. This credit risk transfer could be achieved through Partial Credit

Guarantees from MFIs or through CDS. After the aforementioned item of risk-sharing,

the regulatory framework is developed as part of the state of the art research from a regu-

latory point of view. The main regulatory requirements for commercial banks worldwide

based on Basel II will be reviewed, along with a review of Bank of Spain regulation. The

reason behind the review of the Bank of Spain regulation for the purpose of this research

is because they are the main regulator and supervisor of the Spanish commercial bank

owning the portfolio of project finance under analysis. It also considers the European

Commission regulation for economic capital which affects all the member countries of the

European Union. Although there is currently an outstanding experience of some MFIs

in doing risk-sharing, there is a lack of specific literature about the main question of this

work. Therefore, Chapter II can be considered to be a state of the art empirical research.

3Monahan, J.,The Banker, Development Demand, page 102, June 2009; Steven Puig, vice-president
for private sector lending and non-sovereign guarantees at the Washington, DC-based IADB, says: “The
change started being conspicuous among middle-income countries such as Peru (which/ previously had
a certain amount of capital market access). But it is not only these countries now. Countries have been
knocking on our doors across the board. Countries that were timid before are asking for our loans. There
is much more demand everywhere”.
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Chapter III presents the aims, data and methodology of the thesis. The main aim

of this thesis is to research about risk sharing with MFIs in financing infrastructure and

energy projects, managing the economic capital allocation of these assets for a commercial

bank. It will be analysed on a standalone and on a portfolio basis. Capital relief, RAROC

and EVA are estimated in the framework of risk-sharing with MFIs.

With respect to the database for this research, this is a real database of project

finance transactions of infrastructure and energy projects that have been provided by a

commercial bank. In the same way, transition matrices have been provided by rating

agencies.

The methodology used is based on the international regulatory framework analysed

in Chapter II and has been developed under the financial model based on CreditMetrics

(J. P. Morgan, 1997) which is the most appropriate for this analysis of capital allocation

in structured finance on a portfolio basis. CreditMetrics has been applied in the industry

for the past twenty years and so it is not necessary to test this model for this research.

Nevertheless, it appears that it could be interesting to develop further academic research

regarding current credit risk measurement models.

With respect to Chapter III it is important to understand both mathematical models

used and the financial impact of risk-sharing in key credit-risk statistics and economic

capital, particularly Probability of Default, Loss Given Default and Recovery Rates. For

a detailed review based on literature and empirical evidence, about credit risk models de-

veloped, and analysing the relationship between recovery rates and probability of default,

see the study from Altman (2006).

Since the IFC business model for risk-sharing is the simplest and a highly practical

method to create capital relief, this will be the main model that will be used for this

research and applied in our financial model based on CreditMetrics in this greater exam-

ination of capital relief on project finance portfolios. The IFC is currently implementing

this program with success, generating capital relief while providing liquidity.

Chapter IV presents the results of this work, analyzing the key statistics of Credit

Risk, valuing the economic capital and performance measurement of the portfolio projects

through RAROC and EVA. Three stress scenarios are presented analysing the impact in
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economic capital and its main variables.

The conclusions of this work are summarized in Chapter V, which can be briefly

stated that when doing risk sharing with MFIs there is capital relief for the commercial

bank which is greater if done on a portfolio basis. This is due to an improvement in the

recovery rates of project finance along with the diversification effect. As a result, more

infrastructure and energy projects could be financed while increasing the sustainability of

the financial sector.

The findings of this research, in terms of the valuation of economic capital relief,

could be relevant for MFIs in their challenge to create innovative solutions to leverage

their resources with the private sector.

Finally, this research could prove to be of interest to the financial industry and com-

mercial banks as it would improve the management of core capital, along with liquidity.

These are two issues of extremely high importance. The only way to afford the huge

investments required all over the world, in energy and infrastructure projects, is through

innovative schemes of financing and the reduction in economic capital consumption for

commercial banks, which would also help financial stability to be achieved in the capital

markets.
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Chapter 2

Background and Current Status

The state of the art research and literature are outlined. In this empirical

research, an overview of project finance for infrastructure and energy sectors

in terms of volume transactions worldwide is outlined along with a summary

of risk-sharing financing with MFIs. A review of current regulatory framework

beneath risk-sharing in structured finance with MFIs are presented, completing

the rationale and analysis of what has been developed to date.

To answer the question of What is the impact of risk-sharing with MFIs on project

finance transactions to increase their efficiency and viability?, we begin with a review

of the empirical state of the art research, which will be examined by responding to the

following questions:

• What is the volume of project finance transactions worldwide?

• What is the optimum method of risk-sharing in infrastructure and energy projects

with MFIs?

• What is the current regulatory framework on financing and risk-sharing with MFIs?

In order to respond the above questions detailed, this chapter is presented in three main

items. Firstly, an analysis of the importance of project finance as specialized financing is

presented, which justifies the election of project finance as a primary source of financing

for infrastructure and energy sectors (Dealogic, 2011). Secondly, the most relevant risk-

sharing financing facilities developed by MFIs that is up-to-date is outlined (Matsukawa
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and Habeck, 2007). Finally, a detailed description of the regulatory framework based

on Basel Accords for the financial industry (Basel Committee, 2008) is with respect to

specialized financing and risk-sharing with MFIs, whereby MFIs are recognized as ideal

counter-parties for credit risk (Basel Committee, 2005c).

No evidence of literature has been found on risk-sharing with MFIs to get capital

relief and increase the RAROC on project finance portfolios from the perspective of a

commercial bank”, but there is some research and theoretical approaches to risk sharing in

international portfolios, see Fratzscher and Imbs (2007). Nevertheless, there is literature

solely regarding the general concept of risk-sharing (Benoit, 1997), the diversification

impact on a portfolio basis, and economic and regulatory capital (Laere and Baesens,

2009).

To understand the current situation for the financial industry in terms of regulation

and even implications between different Basel Accords and current credit risk models

supported by this regulation, studies about the Exposure-At-Default (Turunen, 2010) are

examined.

Section 2.2 presents the most relevant figures world-wide for project finance transac-

tions, disclosures by sectors and by regions, highlighting the importance of project finance

as the most relevant senior debt. These figures have been provided by Dealogic1.

With regard to risk-sharing as mentioned earlier, this chapter will explain the most

relevant risk-sharing facilities from IFC, MIGA and EIB, with detailed explanation about

the A/B Loan financing scheme which is a standard for MFIs, or even the EIB LGTT

instrument to finance infrastructure in the framework of the TEN-T programme (Euro-

pean Investment Bank, 2004, 2011; Matsukawa and Habeck, 2007). It is important to

highlight that this research looks into risk sharing from the perspective of commercial

banks and its capital allocation, looking for innovative financing schemes for infrastruc-

ture projects. The TEN-T programme improves the common market in EU and Eastern

Europe, while making possible the social and economic intregration of country members

(Izquierdo and Vassallo, 2004).

It is extremely relevant to find out and to study the current regulatory framework

with respect to special lending which is guaranteed by MFIs. This is an important aspect

1Dealogic: www.dealogic.com
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in the empirical research in order to know what has been done with respect to regulation

in economic capital and risk-sharing with MFIs, since this is the pillar for building any

risk-sharing facility.

2.1 Public-Private Partenership as Risk Sharing

The current crisis of sovereign debt since the onset of the financial crisis in 2007-2008,

will require the support of the private sector to finance these investments (Burger et al.,

2009). On the other hand, the private sector has other problems already mentioned in the

previous chapter, through the lack of liquidity and tight economic capital requirements

for commercial banks (Basel Committee, 2010, 2012). At this point, MFIs and other IFIs

like the EIB play a relevant role, providing not only liquidity but guarantees in capital

markets to finance PPP projects. Regarding a more recent study about infrastructure

financing under PPP schemes from the perspective of The World Bank, see Estache et al.

(2008); European Investment Bank (2004, 2011); Matsukawa and Habeck (2007).

PPP schemes are worthwhile to look into because they will be the key to finance the

large amount of infrastructure projects required. Energy projects could also be financed

with PPP structures. With respect to PPPs it could be highlighted that this is similar

to risk sharing in an implicit way, because of the shared risk between the public and the

private sector in any concessional infrastructure investment. The work of risk sharing and

the allocation of risk in PPPs is a very broad subject as it can be applied to all parties

involved, including sponsors, governments, insurance companies and so on. Nevertheless,

this research is focused on risk sharing in infrastructure and energy financing and its

impact on commercial banks from the perspective of risk capital. For this reason, PPPs

will not be analysed nor included in this literature review. For a detailed description

of PPPs and new ways of financing transport infrastructure, see Izquierdo and Vassallo

(2004).
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2.2 An Overview of Project Finance

The objective of this section is to provide an outlook of project finance, its key credit

statistics variables and information about the volume of this specialised lending globally

by regions and sectors. One has to acknowledge the importance of this source of financing;

project finance transactions are well known in the financial industry and are a main mode

of transaction for corporates and SMEs aiming to finance projects in emerging countries.

Project Finance has been the most relevant senior debt to finance infrastructure projects

as it considers debt repayment based on future cash-flows (Izquierdo and Vassallo, 2004).

Due to the nature of project finance transactions with large scale capital investments

needed up front for infrastructure and energy projects which require longer terms than

other senior debt, it appears that project finance are riskier than other credit facilities.

Nevertheless, a study carried out in 2002 by four commercial banks and conducted by

Standard & Poor’s Risk Solutions, analysing credit statistics of their project finance loans

which were at that time a relevant sample for analysis, concluded that project finance

performs better in a default situation than corporate loans (Beale et al., 2002). A similar

analysis (Standard and Poor’s, 2005) involving many more commercial banks and encom-

passing over 75% of the worldwide syndicated project finance loans between the years

1995-2005, concludes that recovery rates for the industry sector are higher than corpo-

rate loans due to ”a better than average debt cushion and much tighter structuring”. In

addition, there are differences between sectors; historic default rates for mining increase

whilst those for power and others decrease. Project finance risks diminish during the life

of the project and it has an impact on spreads in long term project finance which should

be cheaper than corporate loans (Sorge and Gadonecz, 2007). The study highlights that

the Loss Given Default (LGD) of the combined project finance portfolio was lower than

the LGD for senior unsecured corporate loans; around 25%. It also concluded that the

majority of defaulted project finance loans were finally restructured maintaining 100% of

loan value. This is due to the fact of the unique financial structure of project finance

including several covenants which are a credit enhancement to mitigate credit risk. A

recent study of Standard and Poor’s 2011 Figure 2.1 shows that from 2001-2010, Project

Finance present lower Default Rates than Corporate Loans.
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Figure 2.1: Historical Project Finance Default (Source: Standard and Poors)

This work will analyse key credit statistics for project finance as Probability of Default

(PD), Loss Given Default (LGD) and Expected Loss (EL) that will be developed in

Chapter III - Methodology. These key credit statistics are valid for lenders because this

research has been done from the perspective of capital relief for commercial banks. For

a detailed analysis of these credit statistics and specifically the relationship between the

recovery rate with the probability of default, see the study by E.I. Altman, ”Default

Recovery Rates and LGD in Credit Risk Modelling and Practice” (Altman, 2010).

As a conclusion, this study is aligned with other authors (Esty, 2003) summarizing

that project finance on a portfolio basis becomes less risky as they mature and require less

economic capital. As a consequence a pool of project finance for infrastructure investments

requires less allocated capital for expected losses than the equivalent financed through

corporate loans.

Since the financial crisis in August 2007, it appears that project finance is considered

a crucial source of financing for investments in infrastructures and energy projects, but

there are risks which have to be taken into account.

There are basically two main phases of risks for a project finance transaction, con-

struction and operation, see Sorge (2004) . The success will depend on several factors
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like the off-take agreement, the supplier, technical and environmental risks, the host gov-

ernment and sponsors of the project. If there were guarantees to mitigate those risks,

recovery rates for project finance could be increased. It is not the purpose of the research

to discuss the characteristics of projects finance. For a summarised outlook of these char-

acteristics which are relevant for the development of rating models in the framework of

Basel II Accord, see Orgendilger (2006). The development of rating models is particularly

important because according to Basel II, banks could opt for different approaches to as-

sess their credit risk: Basic approach, Standardized approach, and Internal Ratings Based

approach (IRB). For detailed information of this issue, see Basel Committee (2005a,b).

To structure a project finance as a non-recourse financing method through a SPV

allows the project sponsor to reduce its leverage and transferring the risk to a legal

independent entity. The SPV generates cash flows from the project which repay the

debt. It could be possible to design the SPV to finance a portfolio of project finance, for

example of power plants or toll roads (Orgendilger, 2006). Nevertheless, for commercial

banks financing through project finance there is a risk in their balance sheet which requires

economic capital allocation and this is an existing issue of further analysis and discussion

for regulators. Looking for a solution for this credit risk, commercial banks try to structure

project finance through the mitigation of risks which require the completion of covenants,

and also through the use of risk-sharing innovating schemes with MFIs and ECAs (Sorge

and Gadonecz, 2007) or even through the use of credit derivatives, optimizing the economic

capital consumption.

Project finance as a non-recourse financing method allows corporates and SMEs to get

financing for new projects without increasing the leverage at a Corporate and Consolidate

level. It is highlighted that non-recourse debt and long maturity are outstanding issues

of concern for commercial banks. Long term projects increase the probability of political

interference and therefore political risk that should be covered. Political risk guarantees

from MFIs are considered as credit risk mitigation instruments, which have an impact on

recovery rates and economic capital.

At the same time, new capital requirements for commercial banks, the lack of liquidity

and in some capital markets the increased funding cost in local currencies, could possibly
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result in higher pricing in project finance for infrastructure investments which usually

have long tenors. In the current environment of 2012 and from the financial turmoil 2007-

2008 there is less appetite for credit risk in commercial banks. There is literature about

the effect of structured finance in the financial crisis, see (Criado and van Rixtel, 2008).

Due to this reason it could be useful to promote a debate and further research about

the importance to know the real LGD and how the number of credit enhancements of

project finance affect the recovery rate and subsequently the calculation of unexpected

losses of a combined pool of these assets. This further research would be extremely useful

for regulators in the new Basel III and its implications for Insurance companies investing

in this asset class of project finance, that could be refinanced through project bonds.

Turning to some figures about project finance globally, lets summarize the main data

for 2010 and 2011. In 2010, a new record for Global Project Finance was set at $ 354.6bn,

with a record 852 projects reaching financial close. This can be compared to 729 projects

in 2009, an increase of 17% in project finance activity (Dealogic, 2011). This marked a

22% increase on the $ 289.9bn raised in 2009. Debt financing accounted for 83% of project

finance in 2010, with the remaining 17% made up by equity.

Asia and the Middle East saw significant increases of 31% and 18% respectively, with

Asian project finance at its highest recorded total at $129.8bn, and Middle Eastern vol-

umes at $ 32.7bn in 2010 (Dealogic, 2011).Western Europe also saw a record of 315

projects, the highest level of activity in any one region, with an increase of 36% account-

ing for $ 75.0bn of project finance. Eastern Europe recorded the highest level of growth

of any region, with an increase of 84% to $ 19.9bn in 2010. Latin America, however, saw

a fall in volume of 56%, down to $ 14.9bn (Dealogic, 2011).

Focusing on sector analysis, the strongest sector was Power, Energy & Utilities making

up 33% of global project finance. To this, we must include the Oil & Gas sector (18%)

and Mining (4%); making the whole energy sector (Power, Energy & Utilities, Oil & Gas,

and Mining) amount to 56% of global project finance, with Infrastructure, at $ 110.5bn

(31%), the second largest sector (Dealogic, 2011).

Despite falling 17% in 2009, PFI/PPP volumes climbed 35% to a record of $ 75.4bn

in 2010. There was a record of 222 PFI/PPP projects reaching financial close in 2010, in
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comparison with 179 in the previous year.

In this context it is interesting to have a look at the figures as of December 2011

(Dealogic, 2011). Global Project Finance volumes reached a new record of $405.5 bn,

climbing up 13% in comparison with the previous year. With a record of 945 projects

there is an increase of 8% in project finance activity.

Project Finance loans climbed 16% and reached a record of $327.7 bn. With respect

to bond financing this activity also reached a record of $15.5 bn and was up 9% compared

with 2010. This is the highest level since 2006. One of the reasons for this increase of

bond financing could be the higher demand from the market due to the lack of liquidity

and economic capital constraints in the financial sector. With respect to equity financing

this stood at $62.3 bn in 2011, just a slight increase compared to the previous year.

Looking at Project Finance by Region, the most active region was Asia Pacific with a

record of 44% of project finance activity in 2011. EMEA accounted for 35% down from

41% in the previous year. The economic and financial crisis affecting Western Europe

could be the main reason for this decline in the year 2011. What is more Western Europe

accounted for 247 projects and $74.4 bn, which is a decline of 2% with respect to 2010. In

the case of Eastern Europe, in spite of the financial crisis, the region accounted for $27.6

bn and recorded a 33% increase.

Project Finance by Sectors. Energy led all sectors in 2011 and reached $138.4 bn, up

17% compared with the previous year 2010. The Infrastructure sector ranked second with

$127.0 bn, up 15% compared with 2010.

PFI/PPP volume climbed 25% to a record of $94.2 bn in 2011. It is important to

highlight that India was the most active with 71 projects, and moved ahead of the UK

which was the most active in the previous year. In this sense Western Europe reached

just 29% (volumes dropped 21%) in comparison with 46% share in the year 2010.

Due to the increasing global project finance volume-wise, even with higher economic

capital requirements for commercial banks due to new regulation, and seeing the increased

role of MFIs in project finance activity, these figures provide a motivation to find ways to

optimize the economic capital consumption for commercial banks.
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2.3 Risk-Sharing in Structured Finance with Multi-

lateral Financial Institutions

The agreement to establish international institutions for co-operation and development

appeared after the Second World War, with the most relevant meaning of this international

co-operation in the Bretton Woods Conference in 1944. Since the constitution of MFIs

most of its activities have been developed through the public sector. However, in the past

years these Institutions have gradually moved towards the private sector, to manage and

assume credit risk in financing transactions. Recent institutions like the EBRD since 1991

have worked mainly with the private sector, but also with the public sector taking risk

under any structured finance facility, such as debt, equity or quasi-equity 2. Most of the

time, these investments through the private sector allow MFIs to justify their loans and

other senior financing better than through granting loans directly to the public sector,

along with an improvement in the of monitoring of investments.

Nevertheless, this movement towards the private sector is hindered by the opposition

of governments in some emerging countries who don’t fully realize the importance of the

private sector in developing local capital markets3. In the current economic environment

after the onset of the financial crisis, there is an incentive for MFIs to innovate through

launching financial instruments that provide the large amount of funding required for

infrastructure and energy investments, a stance which the EBRD has taken. One of the

main objectives nowadays for MFIs is to rebuild and to foster local capital markets in

emerging economies 4.

Most MFIs like the EBRD, EIB, IFC or the IDB are working in this way to develop

2www.ebrd.com
3Monahan, J.; The Banker, Development Demand, page 102, June 2009; Steven Puig, vice-president

for private sector lending and non-sovereign guarantees at the Washington, DC-based IADB.
4Monahan, J.; The Banker, Development Demand, page 103-104 June 2009; “the World Bank would

lend governments $45 bn for infrastructure development (roads, bridges, railways, transmission lines)
during the next three years. This may be due to a form of delegated monitoring to the private sector
as described by Diamond (1984, AER). Simultaneously, the IFC unveiled an infrastructure crisis facility
to help bridge the gap in financing for viable, privately funded/public-private partnership infrastructure
projects in emerging markets that are facing financial difficulties. The IFC has also rolled out a short
to medium-term micro finance enhancement facility with Germany’s development bank KfW, to ensure
uninterrupted access to private capital by the micro finance industry during the crisis. The World Bank,
IFC and IADB have also boosted their trade finance support to Latin American banks”.
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capital markets, and they are attempting this through the use of their own financial

instruments. The lack of liquidity and capital in commercial banks act as a trigger for

IFIs to re-launch capital markets and to cooperate in order to come up with initiatives

that mitigate credit risk and provide liquidity. A good example of these initiatives has

been the IFC and the EBRD joint action plan in support of banking systems and lending

to the real economy in Central and Eastern Europe.

The EBRD is also a reference of risk-sharing in the Region of its mandate to help

countries in which it operates to transition to a market economy. In the case of EBRD

they are taking risk in an emerging region through both debt and/or equity, and other

financial instruments. Most of its lending is based on project finance transactions under

A/B Loan Structures to co-finance and to cover political risk. The EBRD appears to be

the most innovative MFI in terms of financing structures in its countries of operation.

An outstanding reference of innovation in the financial crisis is the IFC launching

new financial instruments to provide liquidity to the market, along with risk-sharing

(International Finance Corporation, 2010b), (International Finance Corporation, 2010a).

This is the case with the new IFC Global Trade Liquidity Programme, the Infrastructure

Crisis Facility, and the Recapitalization Fund5.

Another MFI which is very active in the current reorganization of the financial mar-

kets, is the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA), providing a full coverage

of country risk. This credit risk coverage as a partial credit guarantee improves the

recoverability of project finance and reduces the economic capital consumption.

When MFIs work with commercial banks, there are benefits for both MFIs and the

private sector. It allows capital markets to raise more liquidity through the effect of

leverage among MFIs and the private sector which is usually done through co-financing

and/or risk-sharing among MFIs and commercial banks.

The largest multilateral investors in Central and Eastern Europe, EBRD, EIB Group,

and the World Bank Group through the IFC, have agreed to provide up to e24.5 billion to

support the banking sectors and to fund businesses through Small and Medium Enterprises

(SMEs), that were hit by the global financial crisis6. In the context of risk-sharing, the EC

5Monahan, J.; The Banker, Development Demand, page 103-104 June 2009.
6http://www.eib.org/about/press/2008/2008-159-eib-directors-approve-anti-crisis-meassures ; “EIB
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and the EIB have designed a new facility in support of higher risk financing for Research,

Development and Innovation (RDI) in Europe7.

As a result of the financial crisis, there is no doubt that the lack of structured products

and securitization in some capital markets created a lack of market liquidity. At present,

the wholesale capital markets are very weak not only because there is no offer and demand

of structured products, but also because there is no pricing. As a result, there is no market.

Currently, the solution being taken by regulators and governments is the direct in-

jection of money supply into the market through quantitative easing, with the potential

risk of greater inflation. At the same time, the global economy remains in recession with

unprecedented sovereign debt in global economies, although there are some indications of

recovery.

In this international and global economic context, the “Risk Mitigation Instruments”

through ”Risk-Sharing schemes” with MFIs play an important role. For a detailed un-

derstanding of structured finance in the financial turmoil of 2007, see Criado and van

Rixtel (2008). MFIs are acting to provide liquidity to the markets, mitigate credit risk,

improve banking capitalisation8, provide advisory and risk-sharing in corporate finance,

and indeed provide policy dialogue in several industries.

2.3.1 Initiatives to mitigate credit risk financing

Risk mitigation instruments (Matsukawa and Habeck, 2007) help private companies raise

commercial debt and equity by alleviating risk. Since most monoline companies that used

to provide private risk guarantees have disappeared from the financial market since the

onset of the financial crisis, MFIs have stepped in instead to provide credit enhancement

and collateralization to structured finance transactions. These MFIs are able to take on

Directors approve anti-crisis measures for 2009-2010”.
7European Council, December 2005; “The European Council invites the Commission in cooperation

with the European Investment Bank (EIB) to examine the possibility of strengthening their support for
Research and Development by up to a maximum of e10billion through a financing facility with risk-
sharing components to foster additional investment in European research and development, particularly
by the private sector”.

8See IFC’s response to the Financial Crisis: Expanded its Global Trade Finance Program; Bank
Recapitalization Fund; Infrastructure Crisis Facility; IFC Advisory Services; Micro finance Enhancement
Facility. www.ifc.org; The IFC is likely the most innovative MFI in the world, providing solutions and
liquidity for both debt and equity funding requirements, and taking credit risk in a real risk-sharing.
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this risk because unlike private financiers, they are not as constrained to the same liquidity

problems, risk aversion, and economic capital requirements.

This research highlights that there is room for derivatives in project finance transac-

tions, as a way of risk mitigation and more concrete for hedging, see Duffie and Zhow

(1997). There are plenty of risks to hedge out, like interest rate, currency risk and energy

prices, but the hedging of these risks depends on the kind of investors or sponsors initi-

ating the project. The other players for these derivatives hedging structures will be their

financiers i.e. commercial banks.

Since the financial crisis started in the summer of 2007, there is less liquidity in capital

markets and so project finance tend to be financed with lower leverage than prior to the

crisis. Lenders will try to ensure future revenues from projects and they will try to hedge

out interest rate and currency risks to make it possible.

Oil and Gas investors want to leverage up their investments, currently with structures

of 50% debt and 50% equity. With respect to wind farms this leverage could reach

the structure of 70% debt and 30% equity, but it will depend on specific country risk

and other risks factors like regulation for tariffs. It is interesting to note the study by

Christopher L. Culp about structured finance in Oil and Gas project finance investments,

see Culp and Forrester (2009). It is well known that in most Central, South and Eastern

Europe Countries most of the energy prices for renewables are changing according to legal

framework by the EC. At the same time there is an increase in sovereign debt in Western

and Eastern Countries, which makes quite difficult to keep these tariffs and even energy

subsidies in the future. In this context it makes sense to look for hedging structures

through derivatives.

There have been lots of discussion about risk mitigation instruments with MFIs, but

there are so many risks and different ways to mitigate them that analysing the effects of

risk-mitigation has become quite a complex problem. From the point of view of risk types

covered by “mitigation instruments”, this research refers mainly to credit risk, political

risk and commercial risk. Most of the current mitigating instruments are partial credit

guarantees or A/B financing schemes offered by MFIs.

This work highlights the following key parameters of Risk Coverage (Matsukawa and
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Habeck, 2007):

• Full coverage versus Partial coverage.

• Debt (Credit risk) versus Equity (Investment risk).

• Political risk versus Commercial risk.

Credit Guarantees cover losses regardless of the cause of default, and these Guaran-

tees can be “Partial Credit Guarantees (PCGs),” “Full Credit Guarantees,” or ”Wrap

Guarantees.”

Another type of Risk Guarantee covers Political Risk. These are “Political Risk Guar-

antees (PRG) or Insurance (PRI).” MFIs assume Political Risk as dictated by their Man-

date, but in the case of MIGA this Multilateral Institution is specialized solely in this

coverage. Assuming the following political risks (Matsukawa and Habeck, 2007):

1. Currency inconvertibility and transfer funds restrictions outside the host country.

2. Expropriation: losses as a result of Government actions in the host country.

3. War and civil disturbance: losses from damage or the destruction of tangible assets.

4. Breach of contract: losses coming from the host country.

5. Arbitration award default: losses from the host government’s breach of contract.

Due to potential Political Risk, commercial banks must allocate capital provisions

according to Basel Accords and Central Banks regulation from the host country of the

commercial bank (Jorion, 2006). By obtaining Political Risk Coverage from MIGA, IFC,

IDB, EBRD or any other MFI, private commercial banks can free up their Political Risk

capital provision, obtain affordable investments, and at the same time meet the minimum

risk-adjusted performance measurement required, in our case valued through RAROC and

EVA. For a detailed description of these performance measurements, see (Crouhy et al.,

2006).

This section will be focused on “Risk Mitigation” from the point of view of ”Risk-

Sharing in Structured Finance with MFIs” that directly involves capital relief for a com-

mercial bank.
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2.3.2 Risk-Sharing with the IFC

The IFC (The World Bank Group) is a Multilateral Development Bank considered by the

Basel Accords and the EC Capital Directive to have a Risk Weight of 0% for counter-

party exposures (EU Commission, 2007). There is an adoption of this directive to the

Spanish banking regulation as it is applied to other countries by their respective banking

regulators and supervisors in the EU.

As a consequence of the financial crisis, the IFC has launched programmes different

to those covered in Figure 2.1, to leverage its resources and relationship with the private

sector. This table summarizes the IFC Partial Credit Guarantee program prior to 2007

(International Finance Corporation, 2010a).

The IFC has developed risk-sharing facilities (RSF) as part of its Partial Credit Guar-

antee program (PCG). All their risk-sharing facilities imply capital relief for commercial

banks according to Basel II (International Finance Corporation, 2010b). In the case of

risk-sharing on a portfolio basis, the IFC could provide guarantees of up to 50% of the

portfolio or the individual transaction, mitigating the credit risk and therefore making a

direct impact on capital relief for the commercial bank. This risk-sharing facility when

this is developed on a portfolio basis includes a ramp-up period, and during that time

new loans could be originated and included in the risk-sharing portfolio agreement.

This RSF makes it possible for commercial banks to mitigate the risk associated to

a pool of assets by selling a portion of this risk. The assets, however, remain on the

commercial bank’s balance sheets and the instrument provided by th IFC to transfer the

risk is referred to as a PCG. This is a tranfer of credit risk from the balance sheet of

the bank, allowing to reduce the economic capital consumption. A PCG represents a

commitment of full and timely debt service payments up to a predetermined amount.

Typically, the creditor irrespective of the cause of default is covered by a sum that the

IFC pays out under the guarantee.

The author chose the RSF because it is structured to reduce the probability of default

of senior debt and increase the recovery rate should default occur. IFC’s RSF has been

applied to a variety of sectors and SME businesses in the past few years. In general,

the IFC’s objective is to offer the minimum amount of guarantee necessary to facilitate a
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successful transaction.

IFC’s RSF has a number of main characteristics: its nature of a bilateral agreement

between the IFC and a commercial bank to finance assets, IFC reimbursement to com-

mercial banks for a portion of principal losses incurred on a pool of eligible assets in case

of a PCG, eligibility being based on pre-agreed IFC criteria, and risk-sharing through first

loss retained by originator or covered by other third-party.

Table 2.1: Description of IFC Credit Risk Mitigation Instruments (Matsukawa and

Habeck, 2007)
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Product Description

The IFC, through its facilities, shares credit risk with a third party (the client or com-

mercial bank) over the assets portfolio, structured in two or three tranches like in a

securitization. This allows the commercial bank to mitigate the credit risk and have capi-

tal relief. Eventually, the capital relief achieved allows a leverage of the credit exposure of

the commercial bank with the borrower and also within a specific sector, i.e. Infrastruc-

ture. This is particularly relevant for commercial banks because it allows them to finance

more infrastructure investment.

A RSF is a bilateral loss-sharing agreement between the IFC and an originator of

assets, in this case a commercial bank, in which IFC reimburses the originator of the

assets for an incurred loss on a portfolio of eligible assets. The originator may be a bank

or a corporation. Through a RSF the commercial bank and IFC form a partnership

with the aim to introduce a new business or expand the bank’s target market. Alongside

sharing the risk of loss associated with the covered portfolio assets, IFC is often able to

advise on how to expand a bank’s or corporation’s capacity to originate, monitor, and

service the assets. Typically, assets covered by the RSF are those newly originated during

the term of the RSF in the ramp-up period, but, under certain circumstances, coverage

may also be extended to assets originated prior to the initiation of the RSF coverage.

The RSF product is most appropriate for originators requiring credit risk protection

but not funding. If both funding and credit protection are desired, the IFC can offer a loan

in conjuction with a RSF to help build the portfolio of eligible assets. Whenever there is

an introduction of new products or target of new consumer or business segments, RSFs are

found to be valuable by originators. The IFC’s RSF may enable a bank or corporation to

generate additional business without exceeding internal country, single-obligor, or industry

exposure limits and may reduce the portfolio’s economic capital allocation. This research

shows that the IFC’s RSF benefits will enable more infrastructure investments to be

financed.

In Figure 2.2 the IFC share the risk of the whole portfolio with the originator, which

is the client or the commercial bank. This is the typical RSF with the IFC which can be

done for a single transaction or on a portfolio basis. This is the case of the current work
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in which it is applied to a portfolio of project finance infractucture and energy facilities.

Figure 2.2: Typical risk sharing structure in which the IFC share risk with the originator,

i.e. a commercial bank (International Finance Corporation, 2010b)

Risk-sharing with the Client covering First Loss Tranche

In Figure 2.3, after covering the “First Loss Piece” by the commercial bank (loan origi-

nator, in our case the Client), the Risk is shared on a 50-50 basis between the bank and

the IFC. The degree of risk shared depends on the structure of the risk-sharing, but in

general it could be up to 50% coverage by the IFC.

In terms of the work procedures, an IFC’s RSF typically reimburses an originator for

a fixed percentage of incurred losses that exceed a prefedifined threshold (of first loss).

The bank and IFC will agree before signing the RSF on eligibility criteria specifying the

assets to be covered under the RSF.

ASSETS RISK

Client IFC
Portfolio of

Assets
Adhering to
Underwriting

Criteria

Client

Figure 2.3: The Client -in our case the commercial bank- assumes the first loss piece

and the IFC shares the senior debt with the Client (International Finance Corporation,

2010b)
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Risk-sharing introducing a Mezzanine tranche and a Third Party.

This is the RSF in which the IFCs role is to structure and share the risk on a portfolio

basis with third party sponsors (investors). The IFC’s RSF tries to leverage the IFC

capabilities in mobilizing funds from the private sector, in this case a third party.

Figure 2.4 shows a synthetic facility, tranched like a securitization with the commercial

bank originating and funding the investments, while loans remain in the balance sheet of

the commercial bank. This risk-sharing is subject to depletion of the first-loss amount

held by the commercial bank; after which, the commercial bank shares the credit risk

with the IFC.

In this case and according to Norm 3/2008 (Bank of Spain, 2008), just if the IFC

would cover more than 50% in the mezzanine tranche, there would be capital relief for

the commercial bank, increasing its capability to lend more liquidity in the infrastructure

and/or energy sector, while increasing the profitability on a standalone and on a portfolio

basis.

This risk-sharing facility could be structured through a guarantee issued by the MFI

or via a credit derivative (CDS) where the MFI would be the counter-party for the com-

mercial bank.

ASSETS LIABILITIES

Client

IFC

Portfolio of
Assets

Client / Third
Party

Figure 2.4: Risk sharing with a Client -in our case a commercial bank- including a mez-

zanine tranche (International Finance Corporation, 2010b)

Another possibility of risk-sharing is the case in which the IFC would share the first
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lost tranche with the Client or Originator. It is important to bear in mind that according

to Norm 3/2008 (Bank of Spain, 2008) just only in the case that the IFC would cover

more than 80% of the ”First Loss Piece”, there would be economic capital relief.

There are many advantages for risk-sharing on a portfolio basis versus a standalone

basis, due to the impact of the diversification effect of the portfolio which also have impact

on capital relief. This will be tested in the credit risk model applied in Chapter III.

Risk-Sharing with the IFC via credit enhancement of Notes issuance

In risk-sharing with MFIs via credit enhancement of Notes issuances (Fabozzi et al., 2007),

the MFI would enhance the solvency of the Notes issued by the SPV or Project Sponsor.

This would facilitate syndication in the capital markets which would aid in obtaining the

funding. While it does not require direct MFI funding, it would boost capital markets

providing liquidity.

Figure 2.5 presents another typical risk-sharing structure with the IFC, in which the

IFC is providing credit enhancement to specific tranches of notes issuance. This is the

case of financing directly in capital markets, for example with bonds or project bonds, but

without financing against the balance-sheet of commercial banks, and therefore requires

less capital for lenders. This risk-sharing initiative is aligned with the current process of

disintermediation in capital markets and deleverage in commercial banks while financing

directly in capital markets through bonds. This is the rationale for the new EC initiative

of project bonds that will be explained later in this work. In the next risk-sharing initiative

via CDOs another case of capital markets financing without commercial bank lending is

presented.
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Figure 2.5: Risk sharing with IFC through credit enhancement of Notes issued by the

SPV

Risk-Sharing via CDO based on mezzanine tranches, or based on an assets

portfolio

This is the typical process of securitization over a project finance portfolio (Criado and

van Rixtel, 2008). This portfolio could also be a group of mezzanine debt (BBB rated).

Chen (2009) states the existence of an invisible hand of the market through innovative

financial instruments, for example: through project bonds, convertible project preferred

stocks, and IPOs of project securities. This is an interesting approach to innovative infras-

tructure project finance, presenting an alternative to current Public-Private-Partnerships

(PPPs).

The main role of MFIs in this case would be to make the credit enhancement on the

CDOs to be issued. This can be accomplished through over-collateralization and rating

insurance. It was the typical role of monoline companies, that could be taken on by MFIs

nowadays. Such a scheme could incentivise capital markets and be a trigger to activate

securitization while providing liquidity in local capital markets (Chen, 2009). This is part

of the rationale for the so called project bonds nowadays, which in emerging markets

would be supported by MFIs through credit enhancement that improves the rating of
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issuance, or even providing liquidity through the underwriting of a percentage of the

issuance. In the European Union (EU) project bonds would be supported by the EIB

(European Investment Bank, 2011).

As discussed, financing infrastructure projects through CDOs provides liquidity di-

rectly from capital markets without lending from banks. It appears that it will be the

way to finance the large amount required for infrastructure and energy projects, as men-

tioned in Section 2.1, An Overview of Project Finance. Nevertheless an important factor

will be the pricing and it depends on tranch spreads at issue. At this point the most

important variable to determine the tranch spread at issue is the ”credit rating” (Gatti

et al., 2009). Another factor which is important is the underlying asset. If this asset is

a Project Finance its credit and market risk has a direct impact on pricing. The higher

the Project Finance risk the higher the pricing, and the greater the direct impact on

CDOs pricing. Other factors like market liquidity and weighted average maturity are also

important in determining pricing.

CDOs have been utilized in the past few years as a credit risk transfer vehicle from

commercial banks to capital markets . In the case of synthetic CDOs they work with CDS

as credit risk transfer vehicle. For a detailed study and analysis of this credit risk transfer

which is a form of risk-sharing, see (Fabozzi et al., 2007),(Bank for International Settle-

ments, 2003).

If these new schemes of financing infrastructure and energy projects directly from

capital markets were successful we could start to re-think project finance (Chen, 2009).

This is due to the unique scheme of covenants and enhancement of project finance that

would require an innovative relationship and link with bondholders to be able to finance

these projects through bonds and other kind of equity notes.
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Figure 2.6: Risk sharing through the credit enhancement of CDO Tranches (Criado and

van Rixtel, 2008)
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2.3.3 Risk-Sharing under the umbrella of A/B Loans with Mul-

tilateral Financial Institutions

A/B Loans are a standard financing structure involving MFIs and commercial banks.

These financial instruments are designed by MFIs to co-finance investments with com-

mercial banks which immediately benefit from the lender of record and subsequently from

MFIs’ Preferred Creditor Status (PCS) (Matsukawa and Habeck, 2007).

The Preferred Creditor Status recognizes the mitigant of country risk under Basel

II and also mitigates the transfer and convertibility risk for commercial banks. This

means that commercial banks may reflect the country risk mitigation from the A/B Loan

through lower country risk weighting. Under this structure it is not neccesary to allocate

provisions for country risk, and therefore increases performance profitability calculated

through RAROC and EVA.

A/B Loans’ structure allow MFIs to leverage their financing capabilities with the

private sector. For every 1 e provided by MFIs the leverage effect would allow the

private sector to lend anadditional 2 e. This leverage or mobilization of additional funds

from private sources is important to afford the large demand required for investments in

infrastructures.

These financial instruments are composed of two tranches. In general, the A tranche

is provided by MFIs whilst the B tranche is provided by commercial banks. Both tranches

A and B are managed by the MFI which operates as lender of record. This means that

the MFI has a preferred creditor status, and B lenders share this status with the MFI.

Central Banks, Regulators, BIS and Rating Agencies recognized this special status

which in turn allows private institutions to free up their capital provision requirements

for political risk coverage, as we mentioned before. The Basel II Agreement recognize

B Loans as the right instruments to mitigate the transfer and convertibility risk, and

recognize that B-Loans could result in lower economic capital allocation. This creates a

direct impact of capital relief.

For example, the Bank of Spain has recently issued a statement which recognizes that

B lenders who are co-financing with MFIs that have Group 1 status will benefit from

a 100% country risk mitigation according to Circular 5/1993. In the case of B lenders
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operating with MFIs that have Group 2 status, the A/B loan structure allows a 75%

mitigation of country risk. See also Bank of Spain (2008).

When MFIs participation in a specific transaction is arranged as co-financiers without

providing the lender of record coverage, it could be considered to have a credit risk

mitigation for country risk by 50% for Group 1 status according to Bank of Spain.

There are several possibilities for A/B Loan structures. This research shows a typical

example from the Inter American Development Bank (IDB) that is currently being used

by most MFIs.

As it is shown in figure 2.10 the following A/B Loan provides both tranches of financing

(A+B Loans) to the Borrower through a Loan Agreement, while funding the B tranche

from commercial banks through a Participation Agreement.

To summarize, this A/B loan structure works as follows:

• One loan agreement – IDB is lender of record and administers entire loan.

• IDB fully shares project risk with participants.

• Participation structure allows participants to benefit from IDB’s privileges and im-

munities.

Figure 2.7: Typical A/B Loan structure with a MFI (Source: IDB)
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Table 2.2 shows detailed information about Political risk coverage offered by the IDB

which are a kind of credit risk mitigation and have a direct impact on improving recovery

rates (Matsukawa and Habeck, 2007).
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Table 2.2: Description of IDB Credit Risk Mitigation Instruments (Matsukawa and

Habeck, 2007)
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2.3.4 Risk-Sharing with MIGA.

Due to the fact of so many different risks and instruments to mitigate them, there are

specialized institutions that cover the various complex risks in the financial sector; this is

the case of Private Insurance Companies or Public Institutions like MIGA (World Bank

Group).

MIGA differs from Private Insurance Companies, mainly because this is the World

Bank Group and because MIGA shareholders are national governments, some of whom

are also the host countries for respective investments under MIGA political risk coverage.

MIGA mainly focuses on Mitigating Political Risks. Like other MFIs, MIGA promotes

foreign direct investment, providing political risk coverage through non-commercial risk

insurance (guarantees) and dispute mediation services.

There are eligibility requirements to receive political risk coverage from MIGA under

several forms of guarantees. This section will explain some of the main risk mitigation

instruments provided by MIGA with respect to infrastructure and energy projects, which

will help to understand the value added of this MFI in our topic for discussion.

Current project finance rating tools include the impact of country risk in the final

rating. It implies that any further guarantee mitigating the country risk would be very

good news, and it implies that a political risk coverage like MIGA could also improve the

rating of the project.

MIGA Risk Coverage Instruments for Political Risk

MIGA9 has several instruments covering political risks. Firstly, it offers coverage of cur-

rency inconvertibility and transfer fund restrictions outside the host country. MIGA

protects against losses arising from the inability to convert local currency into foreign

exchange within the host country and the inability to transfer funds out of the host

country.

Secondly, it offers expropriation risks, specifically coverage for losses as a result of a

Government’s actions in the host country. In this sense, MIGA offers protection against

losses arising from nationalization and confiscation, creeping expropriation and partial

9Information summarized from MIGA presentation meeting in Madrid on February 2010.
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expropriation.

Thirdly, it covers against the possibilities of war and civil disturbance: MIGA protects

against losses from damage or the destruction of tangible assets.

Lastly, MIGA offers coverage against potential breaches of contract; i.e. MIGA pro-

tects against losses coming from the host country. This is the case of a breach of contract

between the investor/project company and the host country.

Table 2.3 shows the main political risk coverage offered by MIGA to mitigate political

risks prior to 2007 (Matsukawa and Habeck, 2007):
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Table 2.3: Political risk coverage financial instruments from MIGA, The World Bank

Group (Matsukawa and Habeck, 2007)

Risk-Sharing with MIGA: Coverage of Country Exposure and Capital Allo-

cation

Commercial banks, when investing in an emerging country must consider its country

exposure limit for regulatory reasons. This exposure could be mitigated and reduced

through MIGA coverage. Consequently, this results in Prudential Capital Relief.

Therefore, the Capital Allocation required for country risk is reduced or completely
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eliminated due to characteristics of MIGA coverage. The immediate impact of this cov-

erage is the economic capital relief through the reduction in Value at Risk capital.

This is a kind of risk-sharing facility, but without providing funding. The key issue of

risk-sharing facilities, which is the objective of the current research, is not the liquidity

provided but the risk mitigation and its impact on Economic Capital Relief.

Figure 2.8 shows the general scheme of MIGA risk-sharing facilities with a commercial

bank, providing coverage for Country Exposure Limit and Capital Allocation for Country

Risk. This is the case of a Bank providing finance to its Subsidiary in an emerging

country, and MIGA provides coverage for this finance through its Political Risk Insurance

Investment (PRI).

Figure 2.8: MIGA PRI coverage for a commercial bank financing its subsidiary (Source:

MIGA)

Figure 2.9 shows another scheme of MIGA coverage in a financial sector transaction.

In this case the coverage involves both parent bank funding through equity, subordinated

shareholders loans and senior shareholder loans, and also third party funding through

non-shareholder loans.

This structured finance transaction would allow us to ensure the credit enhancement
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of specific tranches is at an acceptable level for investors. As we will see in Chapter III,

these guarantees have a direct impact on recovery rates of project finance transactions

(Marrison, 2001).

Figure 2.9: MIGA PRI coverage for a commercial bank and other lenders financing the

bank subsidiary (Source: MIGA)

Figure 2.10 shows how this PRI works when financing an infrastructure project, un-

der a PPP scheme in an emerging country. MIGA provides a counterguarantee to the

sovereign guarantee on the repayment of the loan, while providing credit risk mitigation to

the commercial bank (in this case, FI), along with providing coverage to the management

company of the project.
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Figure 2.10: MIGA PRI coverage for a Municipality Infrastructure under Public-Private

Partnership (Source: MIGA)

To summarize MIGA, the value added in terms of political risk coverage and its impact

on economic capital could be highlighted by the following items:

• Having MIGA coverage implies less provisions for country risk.

• Having MIGA coverage could have an impact on the rating assigned to the project,

because it mitigates country risk and subsequently improves the recoverability of

the project.

• Having MIGA coverage along with the impact of the two above items mentioned

will result in economic capital relief, because the project will require less provisions

and less capital to cover both expected and unexpected losses.

In conclusion, based on current international regulation of Basel Accords and the effect

of PRI in Recovery Rates we could address the statement that Political Risk Coverage

offered by MIGA through its Partial Credit Risk Guarantees has a direct impact on capital

relief for commercial banks.

2.3.5 Risk-Sharing with the EIB

The EIB Risk-Sharing Finance Facility (RSFF) for the European Union was launched in

the Lisbon Agenda. Under this new mandate, risk sharing facilities from the EIB would be
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developed along with the EC. The RSFF program allows the EIB to provide risk exposure

via various loans and risk guarantees and to leverage its capital with private sources to

provide up to e 10 billion for investment projects.

In this program, the EU and the EIB each contribute up to e 1 billion respectively

to provide risk coverage for potential losses (non repayment of RSFF loans by borrow-

ers/beneficiaries), while private institutions provide up to e 8 billion of further capital.

In effect, the RSFF provides financing for riskier projects by leveraging EIB’s capital

through its relationship with commercial banks and the EU. This is the Seventh Frame-

work Programme (European Parliament and Council, 2009).

The EIB’s risk-sharing facilities are composed of debt based financing via loans and

guarantees and other current financial instruments, including mezzanine finance and other

structured products10. This is a proposal of risk-sharing, taking the risk under an invest-

ment grade (mezzanine and subordinated debt). The RSFF could be used for financing

investment projects within the Seventh Framework Programme (2007 – 2013)11.

Although the EIB has traditionally been a liquidity provider, it is recognized that

the EIB is taking more risk in financing investments, and is looking for new financial

instruments according to the new situation in capital markets. As we mentioned, there is

currently demand from capital markets to get partial credit guarantees to help commercial

banks to finance new investments while sharing credit risks as this helps commercial banks

for strategic capital allocation. At the same time, it will help the sponsor of projects to

raise financing for their investments.

Table 2.4 summarizes some of the financial instruments for credit risk coverage offered

by the EIB. Nevertheless since the financial crisis started in August 2007, the EIB has

launched innovative risk mitigation instruments under risk-sharing structures.

10For detailed information about RSFF see www.eib.org/rsff.
11DECISION No 1982/2006/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 December 2006,

concerning the Seventh Framework Programme of the European Community for research, technological
development and demonstration activities (2007 – 2013).
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Table 2.4: EIB Risk Mitigation Instruments (Matsukawa and Habeck, 2007)

Bearing in mind that the EIB could take up to 50% exposure in a project investment

through financing or through guarantees, a case study of its current standard financing

facilities is analysed.

In financing a windpower project (Figure 2.11), there could be three potential financing
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schemes to be combined (e.g. secured tranche and full risk tranche) at the choice of the

promoter of the SPV.

The first financing scheme is a Direct Lending Structure (1). This could be used for

both Corporate Finance and Project Finance. The EIB keeps a pari-passu status in terms

of credit risk and pricing with commercial banks, through intercreditor arrangements.

The second is a Direct Lending Structure in Guarantee (2). This is a typical scheme

of EIB financing, under which the EIB provides a loan which is covered by the guarantee

issued by a commercial bank. In this way the EIB transfers the credit risk to the bank

which provides the guarantee.

The third is an Intermediated Structure (3). The Credit risk of the investment is never

supported by the EIB but is retained by intermediaries/guarantors which are usually

commercial banks. The EIB provides funding to a commercial bank and the bank lends

this funding to the sponsor of the windpower project. The commercial bank supports the

full credit risk of the project.

The main value added of the EIB in the third financing scheme is the funding pro-

vided, which is extremely useful nowadays since the onset of the financial crisis, and the

forthcoming regulation for commercial banks that will require higher liquidity and capital

standards.

Windpower Project
(via SPV or corporate balance sheet)

Other Lender(s) EIB

Intercreditor Arrangements

Lender(s) Guarantor(s)

Risk-free pricing Guarantee Agreement

Guarantee Facility
Agreement

Full project / corporate
credit risk pricing

EIB EIB

1

3 2

Figure 2.11: EIB’s three different ways of financing a windfarm project (Source: EIB)
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The EIB experience for infrastructure financing under PPP financing schemes

One of the key elements of PPPs is that they involve risk-sharing partnerships between

public and private sectors. In any PPP financing the private sector provides both financial

resources and potential expertise for investments in public infrastructure. By providing

these financing schemes assuming the credit risk, the public sector transfers much of its

project finance risk to the private sector 12. However, to find out the right balance of this

partnership is exactly one of the challenges for PPPs.

The PPP financing schemes started in 2003 when the EC13 and the EIB14 under the

request of the European Council acted to mobilize public and private sector to finance

projects according to this growth initiative. The EIB’s conclusions were to focus on the

provision of additional resources for the Trans European Networks (TENs) and i2i.

The key feature of PPPs is that the private sector assumes various risks (including

financial, operational, and maintenance risks) in the provision of specific public infras-

tructure investments. These projects may be the development of new public facilities

or renovations of existing ones. Projects could be works on airports, seaports, railways,

highways, bridges, tunnels, schools, hospitals, and prisons. The main driver for the de-

velopment of PPPs in Europe is the large amount of capital required for investments in

infrastructure, like highspeed railways, motorways, social infrastructure and municipali-

ties. The EIB is offering value added for PPPs in which they are involved, mainly with

longer maturities than commercial banks and capital grace periods which are particularly

appropriate for infrastructures given the long economic lives of the assets to be financed.

From an institutional point of view, the EIB has the support from the Commission 15

to develop PPPs, to improve EU growth and competitiveness. The European Council

12Green Paper on public-private partnerships and Community law on public contracts and concessions
COM (2004) 327.

13European Comisión. Green Paper on public-private partnerships and Community law on public
contracts and concessions COM (2004) 327. The aim of this Green Paper is setting in motion a discussion
about the implementation of the Community Law with regard to the Government Procurement and
concessions to the phenomenon of the CPP.

14The EIB’s role in Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs); 15 July 2004. This document focuses on the
lessons learned by the EIB from financing Public-Private Partnerships (PPP), the legislative and other
policy issues which are important to discuss and the so important role the EIB has with this partnership
with the private sector funding infrastructures.

15Communication from the Commission to The European Parliament, The Council, The European
Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, on Public-Private Partnerships and
Community Law on Public Procurement and Concessions. Brussels, 15.11.2005; COM(2005) 569 final.
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has approved some measures to increase investments in infrastructure as part of the

Growth initiative, launching the trans-European transport network in the framework of

innovation, research and development.

One of these measures is the LGTT 16 used in TEN-T PPP transactions from 2008 to

date, financing six operations in road and rail sectors with a total capital investment of

around e 10 billion. The LGTT is an initiative of the European Council jointly developed

by the EIB and the EC with the main purpose to mitigate downside traffic risk during

the first seven years of operation. Under this financing scheme the capital contribution of

e 1 billion (e 500 million each from both the Commission and the EIB) tried to support

up to e 20 - 40 billion of total capital investment.

There is no doubt about the role the EIB is playing in terms of innovation, new ini-

tiatives for RSFF, the LGTT and other new innovative facilities that they are developing

at the moment. Nevertheless this could be a subject for academic research to analyze

the impact of new measures from the EIB in the financing of infrastructure and energy

projects. With respect to the core of our research in terms of economic capital relief for

commercial banks, there is no literature about the impact of these risk-sharing financing

facilities in the capital relief for commercial banks.

Loan Guarantee instrument for TENs Transport projects (LGTT)

At the time when the LGTT was launched, the investment needed in the Trans-European

Transport Network (TEN-T) for the period 2007-2013 was around e 300 billion for priority

projects, in order to upgrade and build a comprehensive EU network of railways (79,400

km), roads (75,200 km), ports (480), waterways and airports (430) by 2020. Other up-

grades in current infrastructures will require substantial investments. The total cost of

the TEN-T programme amounts to e 600 bn.

This huge capital investment required cannot be raised through direct public expendi-

ture, taking into account the public deficit in most Western economies. The gap in financ-

ing these infrastructures requires the participation of the private sector, and it appears

that PPPs are the right way for it. Nevertheless the private sector through commercial

16http://www.bei.org/about/press/2008/2008-005-european-commission
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banks have great difficulties as explained before, due to the shrink in capital markets

and new economic and regulatory capital requirements. It implies that it is neccessary

to develop new financial instruments wrapping up guarantees from MFIs looking for im-

pact on economic capital relief in order to optimize the economic capital consumption for

commercial banks.

Turning to the point of the LGTT, 17 this financial instrument covers the traffic risk

during the ramp-up period of the project. Figures 2.12 and 2.13 show how the LGTT

and other parties participate in the scheme, and the scheme of LGTT coverage during

the ramp-up scenario. This guarantee covers the initial traffic revenue risk over the first

5-7 years (ramp-up phase) of a project’s operation, relying on the creditworthiness of the

project and its long financial viability. The size of the coverage of this instrument is up to

10-20% of senior debt facilities with a maximum of e 200 million per transaction under

the EIB’s Structured Finance Facility (SFF) rules.

Figure 2.12: EIB guarantee scheme providing coverage for traffic revenue risk in the

ramp-up phase (Source: EIB)

17http://ec.europa.eu/ten/index en.html; for more information see the Fact-Sheet “The Loan Guaran-
tee Instrument for Trans-European Transport Network Projects”.
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Years

Cash Flow

Banking Base Case

Banking Worst Case

LGTT Worst Case

Maximum Vunerability of LGTT

Senior Debt Service

Base Case Ramp-up Scenario

Negative Ramp-up Scenario covered by LGTT

Figure 2.13: LGTT coverage by the EIB in a negative ramp-up scenario (Source: EIB)

It appears that perception of the market for the LGTT initiative has been good, and

due to the large amount of capital required for infrastructure investments in Europe in the

current situation of the lack of liquidity and economic capital constraints for commercial

banks, the Europe 2020 Project Bond Initiative has been introduced.

The Europe 2020 Project Bond Initiative. In the framework of risk-sharing initia-

tives within the EU, the EC launched an initiative based on the established risk sharing

mechanism, such as the existing Risk Sharing Finance Facility (RSFF), the Loan Guar-

antee Instrument for TEN-Transport projects (LGTT), as well as other EIB/EIF risk

sharing schemes. It happened on October 19th 2011 when the EC launched a legislative

proposal18 for a pilot phase of Project Bonds, with the aim to foster capital markets in

Europe and to finance investments in the fields of Infrastructure, Energy and IT.

This ”Europe 2020 Project Bond Initiative” was launched with a pilot phase in the

period 2012 - 2014, starting its operations once the European Parliament and the Council

have approved the legislative proposal amending the Trans European Networks (TEN)

Regulation and the Competitiveness and Innovation framework Programme (CIP). The

pilot phase would be implemented together with the European Investment Bank (EIB)

once the EIB’s governing bodies have agreed to it.

18This legislative proposal has its origin in the multi-annual financial framework (MFF) for the period
2014-2020, adopted by the Commission on 29 June 2011, trying to re-unite current financial instruments
for strategic sectors under a common legislative framework, the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)”.
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The initiative from the EC has two objectives: to reopen debt capital markets attract-

ing institutional investors as an additional source of financing investments in predictable

cash flow generation projects in key strategic sectors, instead of financing against the

balance-sheet of banks, and to help the sponsors of individual infrastructure projects to

obtain long-term private debt financing. It should be done through the credit enhance-

ment of bonds issued by the project company. The EU budget allocation for this initiative

amounts to e 230 million and it is expected to mobilise investments of up to e 4.6 billion.

The implementation would be done through the EIB, but the Commission is willing to

share knowledge and to develop this innovative scheme with other financial institutions

who are interested in becoming risk-sharing partners19.

The mechanism for this credit enhancement of the credit standing of projects is to

separate the debt of the project company into a senior debt and a subordinated tranche.

”The subordinated tranche can take the form of a loan or a contingent credit line or

a combination of the two, which can be drawn upon to service the senior debt in case

of need. The support would be available during the lifetime of the project including

the construction phase, but would not exceed 20% of the senior debt of the project”

EU Commission (2011). Due to the fact that subordinated debt is riskier than a senior

debt, the EIB and the EU would share the risks involved. ”On a project-by-project basis

losses are shared by EU and EIB according to fixed percentages. In a first portfolio

approach, the EU would absorb the first losses up to a certain pre-agreed percentage and

maximum amount, with the EIB absorbing losses thereafter”.

Framework Loans for Energy or Infrastructure Projects, along with a guaran-

tee from the EIB Framework Loans are agreements on a portfolio basis between the

EIB and commercial banks. Their objective would be to provide financing to the banking

sector, fostering commercial banks to participate in the financing of energy and infras-

tructure projects. At the same time this Facility could include a guarantee to provide

capital relief. Therefore, it could provide liquidity and capital relief.

The way this instrument could be implemented is similar to the way the EIB carries

out its “Global Loans for SMEs” all over Europe. The MFI would sign an Agreement of

19European Commission. Brussels, 19.10.2011. COM (2011) 660 final. Page 7”.
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“Financing Facility for Framework Loans for Energy Projects” or ”Framework Loans for

Infrastructures Projects” with a commercial bank, allocating an exposure -a commitment

facility- to be financed under this agreement.

This facility works as intermediary loans, i.e. it would be an “Intermediated Loan

Framework”. The EIB provides financing to the commercial bank which would be financ-

ing final projects. The commercial bank would be the counterparty risk for the EIB.

Under this scheme, the MFI would finance up to 50% of every single project or loan

through the commercial bank. Such an agreement would produce a leverage effect by

financing with the private sector, because the commercial bank or a syndicated group

of banks would lend the other 50%. As an example, just with a “Framework agreement

of e1,000 million Facility” funding by the EIB, investments of e2,000 million could be

raised.

There would be a criteria for eligible projects to be financed under this agreement.

Such criteria would be defined by the EIB and would depend on its specific mandate.

There could be also a ramp-up period (tbd) of three years, during which such project

finance or structure finance investments could be granted under this “Framework Loan

Agreement”.

The financing could also be tranched with a financing term for the private sector and

another financing term under the EIB term requirements which are on average three years

longer than a financing term from a commercial bank. 20

MFIs should carry ex-post credit analysis for these financing projects. This makes the

facility more flexible and effective, and would emulate the EIB Global Loans schemes that

we described previously. After doing due diligence on its partnering commercial banks,

the MFI could delegate the credit analysis to such institutions. This due diligence about

credit risk analysis on the side of the commercial bank should be done before signing the

”Framework loan agreement” between the MFI and the bank.

The current framework funding facility explained could be complemented by a guar-

antee tranche from the MFI. This guarantee or collateral would cover a certain percentage

20This idea of having different tenors, the longest for the MFI and the shortest for the financial insti-
tution (bank) was discussed in a meeting with Directors of Private Sector at IDB in Washington D.C. on
the occasion of the IMF meeting. in October 2009.
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of the credit default, in terms of Exposure at Default (EAD), as explained in our research,

thereby generating an immediate capital relief on the banks balance sheets. Consequently,

this framework loan agreement could also be easily tranched in two facilities: tranch A

of funding and tranch B of guarantee to cover a percentage of EAD (up to maximum of

50%).

The objective of this facility would be to provide funding and capital relief to com-

mercial banks, while leveraging the MFI effect through the participation of commercial

banks.

Risk-sharing the First Loss Tranche, with the role of the EC and the EIB. In

Figure 2.14 another case study of risk-sharing is shown. In this case the first loss piece

is shared between the Client and a joint participation of the European Commision (EC)

and the MFI. In the case of the EC they usually develop risk sharing initiatives with

the EIB. For this reason, in the current example it is supposed that the MFI could be

the EIB. In this example the EC would pay the cost of the guarantee making a deposit

in a Escrow Account opened for this purpose, while the MFI would issue the guarantee

covering up to 50% of the first loss piece. This would be the case of a guarantee subsidied

by the EC. In any case, in order to have capital relief the first loss piece should be covered

over 80% (Bank of Spain, 2008). In most cases, EIB transactions involving guarantees

or risk-sharing structures like this one are developed through the European Investment

Fund (EIF).
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Figure 2.14: Risk sharing the first loss piece with the commercial bank -i.e. BBVA-, the

MFI and the EC
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2.4 Regulatory Framework with respect to Special

Lending guaranteed by Multilateral Financial In-

stitutions

This Section summarises the main regulatory documentation about risk sharing with

MFIs from the perspective of specialized lending, risk mitigation and mostly economic

capital measures. This review will be focused on the Bank of Spain, the FSA in UK, and

the European Union in the following ways:

• the Bank of Spain (Norm 3/2008) and its consideration of Multilateral Develop-

ment Banks and International Organizations (Risk Weight), Special Lending (Risk

Weight) and Personal Collateral or CDS.

• the Financial Services Authority, FSA, and their treatment of Collaterals and Spe-

cial Lending (Risk Weight).

• the European Union (Directive 48/2006), and the use of Collaterals, Special Lending

(Risk Weight) and Personal Collaterals or CDS.

The legal framework considers Basel Accords implementation in EU and transposition

of EU Directives to EU member countries (Bank of Spain, 2008). At the same time,

the regulatory framework describes formulas required for the calculation of main credit

risk statistics for economic capital meassurement, as expected loss, loss given default and

recovery rate. The regulatory framework is the basis for credit risk models applied.

Due to the fact that this research has chosen a pool of project finance loans, it is impor-

tant to focus on the treatment of project finance in the current Basel Accord Basel Com-

mittee (2005a). This review started in January 2001 when the Bank for International

settlement (BIS) issued a proposal for a new Basel Capital Accord which outlined a

framework based on three Pillars: Pillar I regarding the minimum capital accord, Pillar

II regarding the supervisory review of capital adecuacy and Pillar III regarding the market

discipline of the Basel Committee (2000).

This research is taken from the perspective of economic capital and the unexpected

losses (UL) that a commercial bank has to calculate. These unexpected losses that exceed
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expectations should be covered by bank capital. Nevertheless, commercial banks also

calculate their expected losses (EL) which are part of their business and should be covered

by the pricing of assets.

As a summary Basel II offers three possibilities to be adopted by commercial banks

and to make a valuation of their credit risk: 1. A Basic Approach. 2. A Standardized

Approach and 3. An Internal Rating Based approach (IRB). In this empirical work, in

which a project finance portfolio of investments in infrastructure and energy projects is

being analysed, specialized lending is covered in this third category of an Internal Rating

Based approach (IRB). At the same time four possibilities of credit risk valuation for

commercial banks are presented. It could be interesting for further research to analyze

the impact of default definition on specialized lending such as project finance versus

corporate loans.

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision considers project finance as specialized

lending (Citation Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 2001), in which the source

of repayment is the cash-flow generated by the asset being financed, so in this sense both

probability of default (PD) and loss given default (LGD) are related because both of them

depend on income generated by the asset (wind farm, power plant, toll road, ...).

Turning to the point of Basel II and its way to assess the credit risk of project finance, it

appears that this specialized lending should be assessed under an ”Internal Ratings Based

approach (IRB)” (Basel Committee, 2005b) in order to optimize the economic capital

consumption. As mentioned above it implies that credit risk depends on the transaction

being financed, and this risk is assessed by the probability of default (PD), loss given

default (LGD) and exposure at default (EAD). It is not the main topic of this research

to discuss about the internal rating approach by the Basel Committee for specialized

lending. For a detailed review of this regulation see Basel Committee (2005b), and for a

summarized of this review see Orgendilger (2006) in which they study the developments of

rating models for project risk and takes into account different approaches for specialized

lending according to the Accord. Among the conclusions of this research, they highlight

the item that Basel II assumes project finance as a riskier financing facility than corporate

loans and subsequently it requires higher capital.
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On the other hand, a study from Beale et al. (2002), also reviewed by Orgendilger

(2006) concludes that credit risk is reduced over the life of the financing for a project

finance because debt is paid down. This study shows that project finance shows a better

performance compared to corporate loans in the timing of analyses for the last 10 years. In

this sense project finance should have lower economic capital requirements than corporate

loans.

At the same time, the financial crisis of 2007 shows us that there is something wrong.

Most of the analysis and predictions of Expected and Unexpected losses were not so

good and subsequently there have been big losses. The author believes it is neccesary

to further academic research regarding current financial models for capital allocation and

further review of regulation underlining them.

The study conducted by Beale et al. (2002) was considered by The Basel Committee

on Banking Supervision who responded with the recommendation of the advance IRB

approach for project finance. In conclusion, banks could manage project finance in the

same way as with corporate loans.

It appears that Basel’s response is not enough. If we are consistent with the credit

enhancement of project finance structure and risk mitigation factors under this specialized

financing, project finance should be considered better from a credit risk point of view than

corporate loans. In any case, banks have to manage a significant data base of project

finance all over the world as we described in the Section ”Overview Project Finance”, and

this could be a rationale to justify further academic research at least for project finance

rating and economic capital allocation on a portfolio basis.

Another conclusion of this work after reviewing literature about this topic is that

when there is a study from commercial banks or academic research with a positive critical

approach, Basel usually responds and sometimes adopts proposals. For this reason, we

encourage academic research for this topic of project finance and its treatment under

Basel III. For a review based on current literature of main points of Basel Accords and

its implications on economic and regulatory capital, along with the Exposure-at-Default

models promoted, see (Turunen, 2010).
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In any case all the regulation explained in specific details in this section includes all

the items regarding risk-sharing with MFIs and its impact on economic capital relief.

2.4.1 Bank of Spain (Norm 3/2008)

Circular 3 from the Bank of Spain on 22nd of May 2008, to credit institutions on the

determination and control of minimum capital (Bank of Spain, 2008).

This Circular develops the definition of equity resources, the component parts and

capital requirements for credit risk. The law describes the standard method and the

internal ratings-based method called IRB, which is the most relevant for this research due

to the treatment for specialised financing.

Likewise, the law describes the process of credit risk measurement, the calculation of

risk-weighted exposures for credit, the value-weighting exposure and the recognition and

allocation of credit quality, and also develops the use of external credit rating for the

determination of risk-weighted exposures of credit. See Orgendilger (2006) to have an

approach to the developments of ratings models for project risk.

The third section of the law describes the entire process of reducing credit risk, with

the coverage of real or personal guarantees and credit derivatives.

The IRB method is the best one to optimize the economic capital consumption for

project finance. Otherwise it would be impossible for commercial banks to finance these

projects due to the economic capital. For this reason it is so important for commer-

cial banks to develop an internal rating methodology for specialized lending, mostly for

commercial banks with corporate and investment banking activity in the sectors of in-

frastructure and energy.

Multilateral Development Banks and International Organizations (Risk Weight)

Norm 16, points 14-17 (Circular 3 / 2008 of 22 May, the Bank of Spain)

Bank of Spain (2008) Point number 1 of Rule 16 states that exposures to the Central

Government of Spain, the Bank of Spain, and Central Banks of other European Economic

Area countries, denominated and funded either in local currencies of the respective areas

as well as that of the European Central Bank shall be weighted at 0%.
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International Organizations have a Risk Weight of 0%. This is the case with the

European Commission, the International Monetary Fund, and the Bank for International

Settlements.

The MDBs (MFIs)included in the list of point 1621 have a risk weight of 0%. The

remaining MDBs have a Risk Weight of 50% if they are not rated by a qualified Export

Credit Assessment Institutions, ECAI, in which case their risks are weighted according

to the table included in point 15.

Partial Credit Guarantees from MFIs mentioned in this Circular are considered mit-

igating instruments for political risk according with the Risk Weight mentioned above.

This should be the case of MIGA political risk coverage.

One of the main consequences of being a MFI under Group 1 of this Circular of Bank

of Spain, is that commercial banks would not have to allocate provisions for country risk.

This relief is in the same proportion of the respective Partial Credit Guarantee provided.

Specialized Lending (Risk Weight)

Norm 25, points 9 y 10. (Circular 3 / 2008 of 22 May, the Bank of Spain)

Bank of Spain (2008) At this item the law develops the calculation of risk-weighted

assets for credit exposure of specialized lending. Its risk will be weighted at 0%, 50%, 70%,

90%, 115% or 250% in relation with maturity and degree of the exposure, established by

several factors listed in point 9.

21Circular 3/2008 of 22 May, The Bank of Spain. Norm 16, Exposures to Multilateral Development
Banks.

a) International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
b) International Finance Corporation.
c) Inter-American Development Bank.
d) Asian Development Bank.
e) the African Development Bank.
f) Development Bank of the Council of Europe.
g) the Nordic Investment Bank.
h) the Caribbean Development Bank.
i) European Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
j) European Investment Bank.
k) the European Investment Fund.
l) the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency.
m) International Finance Facility for Immunization.
n) Islamic Development Bank.
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RW = [LGD ∗N(1−R)−0.5 ∗G(PD)] + (R/(1−R)0.5 ∗G(0.999))]−

(PD ∗ LGD) ∗ (1− 1.5 ∗ b)−1 ∗ (1 + (M − 2.5) ∗ b) ∗ 1.06
(2.1)

where R is the correction defined as:

R = 0.12 ∗ [1− EXP (−50 ∗ PD)]/(1− EXP (−50))+

0.24 ∗ [1− (1− EXP (−50 ∗ PD))/(1− EXP (−50))]
(2.2)

and b is the adjustment for expiration date defined as:

b = [0.11852− 0.05478 ∗ ln(PD)]2. (2.3)

N is the value of the last expiration date defined by Norm 27.

PD is the probability of default.

LGD is the loss given default.

EAD is the exposure at default.

Norm 26, point 4 (Circular 3 / 2008 of 22 May, the Bank of Spain) Bank of Spain

(2008) The law, at this point, regulates the calculation and treatment of the expected

loss. The expected loss will be calculated according to the table included in this point,

which values the exposure with respect to its maturity and degree.

The calculation referred to in the paragraph above is based on the following parameters

for each exposure: PD, LGD and EAD. Unless otherwise specified, the values of PD and

LGD are calculated in accordance with the provisions of Norm 27 and value of EAD in

accordance with the provisions of Norm 28.

The value of the Expected Loss (EL) is calculated according to the following formulas:

EL = PD ∗ LGD (2.4)

Expected loss amount = EL∗ exposure at default (EAD)
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Personal Collaterals or CDS

Norm 47, point 9. (Circular 3 / 2008 of 22 May, the Bank of Spain) Bank of Spain

(2008) According to Norm 41, point 1, credit derivatives could be used to mitigate credit

risk. Among these credit derivatives, the Norm fully recognizes the Credit Default Swaps

(CDS) and Credit Link Notes (CLN), as eligible financial instruments to mitigate credit

risk.

Norm 47 regulates the valuation of the impact of guarantees like CDS, in the credit

risk mitigation. The value of the PD will come as a result of the guarantee provided. In

our case, the guarantee provider is a MFI. The value of the LGD will be the underlying

exposure.

In conclusion, the personal collaterals or CDS only affect the PD.

2.4.2 Financial Services Authority, FSA, U.K. (FSA-BIPRU)

Prudential Source Books for Banks, Building Societies and Investment Firms (BIPRU).

The Full Handbook was made by the FSA Board on 28/07/2011.

Collaterals Financial Services Authority (2009a,b)

BIPRU 5.7 BIPRU 5 sets out the principles for the recognition of credit risk mitigation

in the calculation of risk-weighted exposure that amounts to the calculation of the credit

risk capital component.

Unfunded collaterals will be considered as eligible if they are included in this points

list (including MDB). At this item, BIPRU 5 requires that in the case of unfunded credit

protection the party giving the collateral must be reliable and the protection agreement

legally effective.

Multilateral Development Banks (MDB) are included as eligible providers of unfunded

credit protection.

With respect to credit derivatives, credit default swaps are recognized as eligible.

Special Lending (Risk Weight)

BIPRU 4.5.9 Calculation of risk-weighted exposure amounts.
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The Risk-Weight for Special Lending will be at 0%, 50%, 70%, 90%, 115% or 250% in

relation with remaining maturity and degree of exposure, established by various factors

listed in BIPRU 4.5.9 R. (The coverage of each of the categories is set out in BIPRU 4.5.6.

R).

Calculation of expected loss amounts.

”The EL values for specialised lending exposures where a firm uses the methods set

out in BIPRU 4.5.8 R for assigning risk-weights must be assigned according to the table

in BIPRU 4.5.13 R”.22

BIPRU 4.5.13 Calculation of expected loss values.

The expected loss values for Special Lending will be calculated according to the table

included in this point which values the assets exposure regarding its maturity and degree

of exposure. (The coverage of each of the categories is set out in BIPRU 4.5.6. R).

2.4.3 European Union (Directive 48/2006)

The Commission Directive 2007/18/EC of 27th March 2007 amending Directive 2006/48/EC

of the European Parliament and of the Council dictates the exclusion and inclusion of

certain institutions from its scope of application and the treatment of exposures for these

included institutions.

Directive 2006/48/EC is amended in Annex VI, Part 1, in which point 20 states that

“Exposures to the following Multilateral Development Banks 23shall be assigned a 0% risk

22Prudential Sourcebook For Banks,
Building Societies and Investment Firms Instrument 2006.
23

• The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD)

• The International Finance Corporation (IFC)

• The Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)

• The Asian Development Bank (ADB)

• The Council of Europe Development Bank (CEB)

• The Nordic Investment Bank (NIB)

• The Caribbean Development Bank (CDB)

• The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)

• The European Investment Bank (EIB)
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weight”.

Collaterals European Parliament and Council (2006)

Annex 6, part 1, point 20 Unfunded collaterals will be considered as eligible if they

are included in this points list (Including MDB)

Special Lending (Risk Weight):

Annex 7, part 1, point 6. The risk of special lending will be weighted at 0%, 50%,

70%, 90%, 115% o 250% regarding maturity and degree of exposure, established by various

factors listed in point 6.

Annex 7, part 1, point 31. The expected loss will be calculated according to the

table included in this point which which assess the exposure regarding to its maturity

and degree.

Personal Collaterals or CDS:

Annex 8, part 2, point 90 As we mentioned in the above item 5.4. of this Section,

the personal collaterals or CDS affects only the PD.

• The European Investment Fund (EIF)

• The Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA)

• The International Finance Facility for Immunisation (IFFI)

• The Islamic Development Bank (IDB)
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Chapter 3

Aims, Data and Methodology

The aims and real data of project finance transactions in the infrastructure and

energy sectors are presented. The methodology for estimating the risk capital,

the diversification effect and the profitability performance measures based on

CreditMetrics, is presented along with the rationale behind its utilisation. The

chapter concludes with the mathematical description used in the credit risk

model being applied.

3.1 Aims of the Thesis

The aim of this work is to assess the impact of risk-sharing in infrastructure and energy

projects with MFIs, from the perspective of economic capital allocation. This risk sharing

is achieved through Partial Credit Guarantees (PCG) issued by MFIs, providing credit

risk coverage over an existing portfolio of project finance. To achieve this aim, the research

works with a pool of project finance transations in infrastructure and energy projects.

This research on strategic capital allocation for infrastructure and energy projects

works with the main economic capital measures for this purpose: economic capital,

RAROC and EVA. The risk adjusted return on capital (RAROC) provides us the ex-

pected gains or returns in relation to the capital invested, i.e. the economic capital. It

is accepted in the industry that RAROC is the best risk-based economic capital perfor-

mances measure. Nevertheless some authors propose to use RAROC with a single hurdle
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rate as an alternative measure to assess shareholder value (Milne and Onorato, 2007).

The author prefers this proposal and shall work in the same way with the credit risk

model proposed.

As already mentioned the fact of getting capital relief allows them to finance more

infrastructure and energy projects with a direct impact of these investments in GDP

growth for respective countries of investments, while developing local capital markets.

After developing the methodology in this Chapter (III) and discussing the results in the

following Chapter (IV), the main contributions of this Thesis will be summarized.

The credit risk model calculates the capital relief due to the portfolio’s diversification

effect and assesses the effect of the risk mitigation impact of the PCG issued by the MFI.

This research highlights the value added of PCG issued by MFIs, not only as financial

instruments to mitigate credit risks but to create economic value added for the bank,

with the performance measured through RAROC and EVA. Such guarantees from MFIs

improve recovery rates of project finance and reduce the economic capital consumption.

For all the mentioned reasons it could be concluded that such guarantees are very useful

in our objective of optimising strategic economic capital allocation.

There is literature about the main key credit statistics for economic capital, Expo-

sure At Default, Loss Given Default, Recovery Rates, economic and regulatory capital.

Nevertheless, there is no literature about the specific topic of this research which relates

to strategic economic capital allocation for commercial banks and risk sharing structures

with MFIs. This item could be another contribution of this work, opening the way for

further academic literature. It is interesting to note the working paper by Altman and

Saunders (1998) in which the authors reviewed the literature of credit risk measurements

just in 1998, while they approached and foresaw potential improvements mainly through

building databases on historical default rates and loan returns. In 2012 this approach re-

mains an issue for improvement, mainly for commercial banks. Other approaches to credit

risk transfer and their implications in terms of economic capital were found (Crouhy et al.,

2006; Servigny and Renault, 2004) but none of them makes reference to credit risk transfer

through MFIs.

The main value added of this Thesis is achieving the goal of economic capital optimiza-
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tion while doing risk sharing with MFIs, implementing a methodology of economic value

added for commercial banks. At the same time, this research and methodology would

allow to finance more infrastructure and energy projects in emerging economies that oth-

erwise would not be possible to be financed (Dealogic, 2011). Finally, this methodology

developed in the current Chapter III, Section 3.1, would help banks to be more efficient

and improve their capital ratios while promoting the stability of the financial system.

3.2 Database for the Research

The existing portfolio of assets for this research is based on a project finance database

that that has been chosen from a pool of project finance loans. Project finance generally

refers to a non-recourse or limited recourse financing structure combining debt, equity and

credit enhancements for the construction and operation of large projects. The database

is formed by a portfolio of seventeen well diversified real project finance infrastructures

and energy investments, which amount to e4,860 million, financed by a commercial bank.

Data applied in this work is a proof of authenticity and integrity to the evidence used

(Crouhy et al., 2006).

Credit rating is an agency’s opinion representing the creditworthiness of an obliger

with respect to a concrete debt (Servigny and Renault, 2004). It could be said that this is

the obliger’s credit opinion issued by the rating agency. This creditworthiness or credit-

quality is best for Aaa/AAA ratings and is worst for CCC ratings, i.e. further down the

alphabet. Rating agencies provide information about transition matrices which are tables

giving information about the probability of migration from one rating to another. These

rating matrices are considered in a discrete time, i.e. a one year period, as it has been

done in this research. Transition matrices provided by rating agencies have been used in

the credit risk model as part of the methodology of CreditMetrics.

A commercial bank provided a database of eighty eight project finance of both the

infrastructure and energy sectors. It has been chosen a sample of eight well diversified

energy, renewable projects, and nine infrastructure investments including motorways, a

municipality infrastructure and the financing of a new overground railway in Madrid. All

these projects had their own rating which has been assigned by the commercial bank
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(IRB, advanced rating model). Among them, eight projects have a rating BBB, one is

rated BB+, one BB-, one BB, one B+ and another B. There are two project finance with

a better rating, A and A- due to a collateral which improved the credit worthiness of

them.

Project finance is the most typical specialized lending recognized by the Basel Accord

(Orgendilger, 2006) for the infrastructure and energy sectors (Izquierdo and Vassallo,

2004), as demonstrated in chapter II, section 2.1 ”An Overview of Project Finance” and

with the reference of the database of project finance transactions worldwide provided by

Dealogic (Dealogic, 2011). The heart of a project finance transaction is the technical

and economic performance of the project developed from a legal independent company,

a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) in which the shareholders are a consortium of sponsors

and investors (Estache et al., 2008).

Another reason to choose project finance is that there is qualified information about

recovery rates and LGD. It opens the door for further academic research, while providing

consistency for credit risk model testing which requires a historically proven data base.

For a review of credit risk models and also an analysis of Default and Recovery Rates, see

Altman (2006); Altman et al. (2005) which is a vital reference of literature in our topic

of analysis.

From the point of view of the state of the art, this empirical research has reviewed what

has been done in the industry from two perspectives, empirical and academic. Chapter

II has presented some current risk-sharing financing structures with MFIs with a focus

on IFC risk-sharing. It could be said that this is what has been done in terms of risk-

sharing, and it has been analysed with the authors methodology and credit risk model,

CreditMetrics, in terms of capital allocation. The author had several meetings with

MFIs and other supranational Institutions like the EIB in Luxembourg, the IFC, MIGA

(The World Bank Group) the IDB in Washington, D.C., and finally the EC in Brussels.

Finally, this work revised the current legal framework for economic capital and the risk

weight in specialized financing with MFIs. It has reviewed current literature regarding

the most important items in relation with this research, finance and economic journals

on the related topics, working papers from the Bank for International Settlements (BIS)
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and documents issued by MFIs from publicly available resources.

3.3 Methodology

This research has been developed with the structure of an empirical work, opening the

door for further research in several key topics regarding the Thesis. This work would

achieve the above mentioned Aims described in Section 3.1 by analysing the impact of

the diversification effect on the portfolio of project finance and risk-sharing in economic

capital, a line of academic investigation which has not been pursued yet.

As part of the methodology this research has developed a state of the art as described

in Chapter 2, which could be summarized as:

• Providing figures of Project Finance transactions all over the world by Sectors and

Geographies. The presentation of these figures through business volumes of project

finance transactions in the sectors of research show the importance of its impact on

sponsors and the financial industry.

• Explaining the theoretical basis of financial risk-sharing facilities with MFIs, along

with the most typical and innovative facilities currently used in the financial market.

It has highlighted the IFC risk-sharing facility which is the reference for this work.

• Giving detailed information about the legal international framework recognized by

the Basel Accord, Central Banks, Regulators and Supervisors, in order to estimate

economic capital and the impact of having an MFI as a counter-party for risk-

sharing.

This research has basically two assumptions: a diversification effect and a risk-sharing

effect, i.e. when there is a portfolio of project finance transactions there is a diversification

effect that reduces the economic capital consumption, and when there is a Partial Credit

Guarantee (PCG) from a MFI, this Guarantee mitigates credit risks of project finance

transactions while increasing the Recovery Rate of the portfolio and achieving the goal of

capital relief. In order to test and to prove these assumptions a comparison between the

economic capital consumption of the existing pool of project finance on a standalone basis
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and on a portfolio basis will be made, as well as comparisons prior to and after obtaining

the guarantee. Under these assumptions, performance measures of profitability through

RAROC (Risk Adjusted Return on Capital) and EVA analysis (Economic Value Added)

will also be calculated. RAROC and EVA are two important metrics for the formation

of risk-capital models as they are key perfomance indicators (Saunders, 1999; McKinsey,

2011).

As part of the methodology this research works with a credit risk model based on

CreditMetrics taking into account the two assumptions mentioned above. The model has

the advantage of following approaches similar to other ones used by major commercial

banks. CreditMetrics was developed by J.P.Morgan in 1997 (see Alexander (2005) for

a review of current industry approaches). As such, it is expected to obtain a realistic

assessment of these PCGs performance in terms of capital relief and profitability.

The guarantee issued by a MFI covering a partial credit risk over a pool of project

finance transactions, which are in the balance sheet of a commercial bank, is a form of

risk-sharing. Such a guarantee ideally mitigates credit risk and reduces the economic

capital consumption for the commercial bank. Risk-sharing facilities are currently used

by MFIs and capital markets as instruments to support existing projects. However, the

impact of such facilities on the economic capital consumption for financial intermediaries

has not been clearly examined in academic literature. This risk-sharing agreement could

be structured through a bank guarantee, a CDS, a CDO or any other financial instrument

with the purpose of assuming part of the credit risk. Therefore the impact of such risk-

sharing facilities on economic capital consumption and capital relief and an estimation of

RAROC (Risk Adjusted Return on Capital) and EVA (Economic Value Added) will be

calculated in order to analyse and identify the economic value added achieved by such

risk-sharing facilities.

This research pays special attention to current IFC risk-sharing facility as an effective

instrument to create capital relief. This approach has the advantage of isolating the ef-

fects of credit relief in a simple and realistic manner - with many different transactions

across industries under this risk-sharing scheme currently operating at the IFC (Interna-

tional Finance Corporation, 2010b). Under IFC risk-sharing it appears that there is an
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immediate impact on capital relief, because it has been structured to reduce the proba-

bility of default of senior debt instruments and increase the recovery just in case default

happens IFC (International Finance Corporation, 2010a).

CreditMetrics works on modelling and managing credit default risk based on a portfolio

approach and through a Mark-to-Market methodology for the valuation of its investments,

as generally implemented in most financial institutions nowadays.. Its methodology in-

cludes spreads and is tougher with the economic capital valuation, because increasing the

economic capital estimation incorporates further credit risks than other credit risk models.

On the other hand, CreditRisk+ does not consider the spread risk and only considers two

scenarios, default and non-default. The author believes that the spread credit risk should

be considered, mostly nowadays in which financial institutions manage economic capital

and look for an outstanding profitability perfomance providing economic value added. It

means that managing the credit risk of spreads could be strategic for any commercial

bank. CreditRisk+ makes this investments valuation just only in the scenario of default

and non-default.

Based on CreditMetrics, a standard methodology has been developed for the analysis

of three key credit statistics variables: the Probability of Default (PD), the Loss Given

Default (LGD) and the Expected Loss (EL). The direct link between recovery rates and

Default (Altman, 2006) has been analysed and ’recovery rates’ has been found as a key

credit risk variable.

PDs and LGDs depend on the income of the project finance, and it could be concluded

they are related, i.e. there is a high correlation between PDs and LGDs. This correlation

allows work with the proposed industry-tested model to occur.

3.3.1 The Rationale behind a Financial Model based on Cred-

itMetrics

The aim of this section is to present the methodology used in the Financial Model or

Credit Risk Model while explaining formulas and variables for the estimation of economic

capital, RAROC and EVA. It will be also explained how MFIs’ Guarantees are applied in

terms of risk-sharing in the Credit Risk Model developed for the objective of this Thesis.
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One of the main objectives of the Basel III Accord and the new regulatory framework

for the financial industry is to define the level playing field for financial institutions and

to reduce the gap between regulatory and economic capital. Central Banks, Supervisors

and Regulators require commercial banks to use financial models which allow them all

to manage credit risk, economic capital, RAROC and EVA in a more realistic way. This

economic capital should be managed by creating economic value added for the commercial

bank. It means that every project finance should create economic value, otherwise it

shouldn’t be financed. This will depend on economic pricing, and risk-sharing structures

could help to achieve this goal. It also appears to be an objective of regulators and

policy makers to use credit risk models which are easy to understand by them, by top

management and by board of directors of commercial banks.

In this section CreditMetrics is presented, which allows us to calculate the economic

capital consumption, RAROC and EVA of our portfolio of Project Finance transactions.

This model sets the calculation of economic capital consumption on a standalone and on

a portfolio basis, taking into account both assumptions: portfolio diversification and the

PCG issued by a MFI (risk-sharing).

It is worthwhile to make a comparison of the most relevant credit risk models, Credit

Suisse Financial Product’s CreditRisk+ (Credit Suisse, 1997) and the RiskMetrics Group’s

CreditMetrics (J. P. Morgan, 1997), both developed in 1997. Some authors (Gordy, 2000)

carried out this comparison and concluded that there are similarities in the mathematics

underlying both models, however, the main differences arise in distributional assumptions

and functional forms. Both models have been designed to measure credit risk but in

a different way, with different techniques and assumptions. With a broad perspective

Altman (2006) presents a review of credit risk models developed during the last thirty

years till 2006, which is quite interesting in order to analyze and review current literature

about risk modelling.

In order to highlight some main differences between both models, attention should be

paid to the consideration of credit event for both models. CreditMetrics is based on the

unobserved latent variables for the credit event, while the credit event for CreditRisk+ is

based on probabilities of default(PD). For CreditRisk+ each obliger has a PD, and these
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PDs are changing over time. Other models, such as E.I. Altman and RiskMetrics Group

Altman (2010), have been developed as credit scoring models to assign PDs over one-year

and five-year horizons and to provide stressed PDs and ratings under various scenarios.

In the current credit risk model the author has also considered one-year and five-year

horizons for PDs.

CreditRisk+ methodology, launched by Credit Suisse in 1997, could be summarised

by Credit Suisse (1997) as follows:

• It is a statistical model of credit default risk based on a portfolio approach that

makes no assumptions about the causes of default, and in which each obligor has

only two possible scenarios, default and non-default.

• It considers default rates as continuous random variables, and incorporates the

volatility of default rates with the objective to capture the uncertainty of default

rates.

• It works with information relating to the Exposure, Default rates, Default rates

volatilities, Recovery rates, the size and the Maturity of an exposure. This analytical

model captures the essential characteristics of credit default events, because its

credit risk investment valuation is based on default and non-default scenarios.

• It models the frequency of default events (through a Poisson distribution), the sever-

ity and the distribution of default losses.

• CreditRisk+ is an analytical model that could be applied to any type of credit

product including bonds, derivatives, or any structured finance transaction.

Gupton et al. (1997) introduces CreditMetrics (J. P. Morgan, 1997) as follows:

• It was launched by J.P. Morgan in 1997. This is a credit risk model with a portfolio

approach which uses simulation techniques based on Montecarlo to estimate credit

risk. Based on these simulations it assesses the credit risk by predicting credit rating

movements of its respective investments.
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• It works with information relating to Credit Ratings and Default Data (debtor),

Loss Given Default, Exposure and information about credit correlations. As men-

tioned, it is important to highlight that CreditMetrics takes into account credit risk

spreads and value credit risk by predicting movements in credit ratings of respective

investments in the portfolio. This is done through transition matrices, reflecting the

probability that an asset class will be upgraded or downgraded. Information about

transition matrices is published by rating agencies, which have been provided for

this research.

• The methodology used is based on a valuation through Value-at-Risk (VAR), and

CreditMetrics is typically used for structured finance transactions, bonds, deriva-

tives and treasury products. For a review of steps to calculate portfolio losses, see

Servigny and Renault (2004).

In spite of mathematical similarities between both credit risk models, there is a differ-

ent approach to credit events and various distribution techniques. It appears that Cred-

itMetrics, which is based on a portfolio basis along with credit risk spreads and works

with Mark-to-Market modelling credit default risk, is the most convenient for credit risk

valuation of a pool of specialized finance transactions, i.e. project finance. Neverthe-

less there are further discussions and criticism about credit risk models and their lack of

transparency. For this reason, some first-tier commercial banks have developed their own

models as an alternative to current ones existing in the market. For a review of analytical

models and simulation-based models, see (Servigny and Renault, 2004). An approach to

the variety of credit modelling from credit migration is found at (Crouhy et al., 2006).

After modelling the structure of risk-sharing proposed by the MFI, including the par-

tial credit guarantee in the recovery rate, the economic capital and the capital relief for

the commercial bank is calculated. As it will be explained later this Partial Credit Guar-

antee could be a ”direct guarantee” covering a certain percentage of credit default, or a

guarantee covering the political risk of the whole Project Finance portfolio. As mentioned,

these credit risk mitigation instruments, PCGs, have a direct impact on the recovery rate

of the project finance through the ”recovery rate”.

Political risk could be mitigated through the use of financial instruments as guarantees
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offered by MIGA and A/B Loan financing schemes offered by other MFIs which also

includes political risk coverage. This is based on the regulation explained in Chapter II.

The impact of these credit-risk-mitigation instruments on the recovery rate of Project

Finance will be included. This analysis should be done on a case-by-case basis for each

Project Finance transaction, because each one has its own recovery rates. As shown

in the credit risk model developed the political risk coverage or any other credit risk

mitigation instrument from MFIs reduces the severity and increases the recovery rate.

Nevertheless Altman (2006) presents an analysis obtaining clear results about the negative

relationship between default and recovery rates, and this is shown in economic downturns

where collateral values and recovery rates go down when defaults go up. In our case this

approach to recovery rates is different in that the PCG is not a collateral but a credit

risk mitigation instrument. In another research Altman et al. (2005) emphasizes the link

between LGDs and PDs, because collaterals fall in recessions.

Credit rating affects the counterpart, while on the other hand recovery rates refer to

a commercial bank’s ability to recover credit defaults. At the same time, these credit risk

models assume a proactive management of credit risk from the point of view of assessing

the banks ability to overcome any expected and/or unexpected loss.

The Regulator allows various forms of economic capital calculation. Practitioners

realize that the Advanced Model allows us to optimize the economic capital consumption,

because it represents the individual analysis of each Project Finance transaction of the

portfolio.

The research and the credit risk model developed consider that guarantees covering

credit risk or political risk is a PCG issued by a MFI. Such a guarantee or collateral could

be arranged in various ways, but this work considers the ”purchase of protection or risk

coverage” which will be incorporated in the project through the recovery rate. It could

be also arranged through a CDS.

As previously mentioned, ”the guarantee from the MFI” has a direct impact on the

recovery rate. From a mathematical point of view, the LGD is opposite to the recovery

rate. Under these premises the optimal economic capital consumption of the portfolio is

calculated.
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In the Portfolio of Project Finance selected, every Project has a credit rating which

is assigned by the bank, its own recovery rates and different characteristics in terms of

the amounts, maturity and structure of the operation. The credit risk model works with

formulas that allow us to estimate parameters of losses and profitability in an analytical

way. Formulas and mathematics are based on the rules of the Bank of Spain, explained

in Chapter II, Section 2.3, Regulatory Framework.

A maximum of five years is taken for the calculation of main variables that influence

the economic capital. The most important key statistics variables to calculate are the

following: Expected Loss (EL), the Economic Capital (EC) or Unexpected Loss (UL),

the Risk Adjusted Return on Capital (RAROC), and finally the Economic Value Added

(EVA).

In order to calculate the Expected Loss (EL), each year the value of the EL which

depends on: the average exposure, the average probability of default and the average

severity (i.e. non recovery rate) is considered. In the current credit risk model the

Exposure-at-Default (EAD) is calculated as the amount remaining to be paid by the

debtor at the beginning of each year. The Probability of Default (PD) can be estimated

from the frequency rating transition matrices, quantified from a probabilistic point of

view. These matrices represent the statistical behaviour of historical samples which are

sufficiently representative to estimate, for any level of rating, the probability of achieving

default in the year ”n”.

Finally, the severity or Loss Given Default (LGD) allows us to know the proportion of

the exposure that would be lost due to default. This is a parameter opposite to recovery

rates; if there was an amount to be recovered of 30% due to non-payment, there would

be a severity of 70%. Without including ”guarantees or collateral”, there is empirical

evidence to suggest that severity is higher when the company has a better rating. In

other words, a better rating implies a higher severity. This result and these premises are

based upon historical observations. LGD is represented by a distribution, and it has some

key drivers like the industry of the issuer, collaterals or guarantees mitigating the credit

risk and the business cycle (Servigny and Renault, 2004). The Basel II Accord emphasizes

the importance of LGD and some key credit statistics; the Probability of Default (PD)
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and Recovery Rates (RR). The formula that calculates the Expected Loss in the year ”n”

is the following:

ELn = XnDn(1−R) (3.1)

Considering Xn to be the Exposure at Default (EAD) in the year ”n”, Dn the Prob-

ability of Default (PD) in the year ”n”, and (1− R) the severity. Expected Loss (EL) is

considered in terms of quantity. If the EAD was not considered, EL per unit exposure

would be calculated and this would be in basis points. EAD is an interesting variable

to estimate in counter-party credit risk. For a review of EAD Models presented in Basel

Accords, see Turunen (2010).

The value of economic capital is calculated so that the bank would be able to cover

the losses in a high percentage of possible scenarios. An acceptable hypothesis is that the

distribution of losses follows a normal Gaussian distribution.

The international financial regulation requires commercial banks to allocate some

amount of economic capital to meet unexpected losses (UL).

The formula that gives us the economic capital EC is the following:

EC = λσn (3.2)

where λ is a factor of capitalization for the commercial bank and σn is the volatility for

losses in the year ‘n’. This factor is calculated from the percentage of potential losses

that the commercial bank would like to be covered and assured, and depends on the bank

solvency and its credit rating.

The credit risk model used in this work considers the hypothesis that the commercial

bank which owns the pool of project finance has a credit rating AA, which would imply a

rate of 99.95% of coverage of Unexpected Losses. For this rate a factor of capitalization,

lambda, must be considered equal to 3.29 which means that the commercial bank will set

aside 3.29 times the value of volatility (or standard deviation) of losses.

As mentioned, σn is the volatility for losses in the year ’n’ which is equal to the

volatility of investment in the year ’n’. This σn provides us with the volatility of the loan

value in the year ’n’, taking into account different levels of rating. This volatility of losses
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is calculated using the following formula:

σn =

√√√√ N∑
j=1

pj,n
(
Pj,n − Pn

)2
+Dn

[(
R− Pn

)2
+ σ2

R

]
(3.3)

When estimating the economic capital, EC, the credit risk model applied based on

CreditMetrics include losses resulting from the arrival of any level of rating, even the

rating of default. While in the estimation of the Expected Loss, EL, the credit risk

model assumes only the level of default.

This formula is more complex than formulas currently used in the calculation of volatil-

ity. The first of these items include the change in Pj,n according to the change of rating

(except default), assuming that Pn is the average value of the loan in the year ‘n’ (includ-

ing default). This would be the standard deviation due to credit ratings, except default.

To this result, the contribution for the unpaid should be added R− Pn.

Finally, the recovery rate (which may vary due to many factors) is a key credit risk

variable. Its value depends on the evolution of the project with all its implicit risks, i.e.

technological risks, substantial changes in legislation, commercial and political risks. For

this reason, any instruments for risk mitigation will have a correlation with the recovery

rate. For a review of literature about the relationship between recovery rates and the

probability of default, see (Altman, 2006; Altman et al., 2005). This is ”recovery rate

volatility” σR always has to be considered, and in this research a realistic hypothesis of

30% is taken into account.

In the model used the development of the specific calculation of the likelihood ratios

pj,n has not been addressed. These have been calculated from the transition matrices,

since they are considered irrelevant from the main objective of our research. With respect

to the calculation of RAROC, a greater number of terms than calculation of losses is

involved, but its parameters are more standard. The meaning of RAROC is to calculate

the proportion among expected benefits and the economic capital that must be reserved.

It is important to know a priori, if the expected benefit of the operation is worthwhile

in comparison to the amount of capital that must be reserved. This benefit is valued

as the difference between income minus expenses. However, it is important to highlight

that the ”net financial income” coming from the project finance has to be multiplied by
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the probability of survival of the project finance (probability of no default) and by the

discounted factors. The value of all these parameters for the simulation is reflected in the

worksheet.

Finally, in order to calculate the EVA the Economic Capital should be multiplied by

(”RAROC minus the Cost of Capital (CC)”). This Cost of Capital is estimated depending

on the sector risk premium and the cost of long-term debt, and it represents the ”RAROC

objective” or ”hurdle rate”. The formula for the calculation of Economic Value Added,

EVA, would therefore be the following: s

EV A = EC(RAROC − CC) (3.4)

3.3.2 Effects of Guarantee and Diversification

Our goal is to minimize the consumption of Economic Capital and to maximize the

profitability, both from the point of view of RAROC and EVA. To do this, by looking at the

parameters governing the value of these magnitudes, assumptions about the importance

that each one has can be made.

The credit risk mitigation instrument issued by a MFI, which could be a guarantee to

cover ”credit default” has a direct effect in the consumption of economic capital because

this increases the recovery rate of the project finance. On the other hand, the price of

the guarantee has to be considered and assessed. Our analytical model provides us with

the maximum price of this guarantee and the room for negotiation of this pricing. The

capital relief should be worthwhile in comparison with the pricing of the guarantee. The

saving of economic capital or ”capital relief” should be calculated whilst estimating the

cost of the guarantee.

An important credit risk variable is the recovery rate, a key variable to estimate the

impact of risk-sharing because the Partial Credit Guarantee (PCG) is included in this

variable, providing the new recovery rate. Altman (2006); Altman et al. (2005) also

highlighted recovery rate as a key variable, and its link with Default rates would bring

about an increase in both expected and unexpected losses. If a PCG is received a new
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recovery rate R′ should be achieved through the following formula:

R′ = R +R(G) (3.5)

R(G) is the additional factor of the recovery rate due to the new guarantee added. R is

the standard recovery rate of the commercial bank, due to its ability to recover defaults;

that is without additional guarantees.

This research takes on an assumption that the impact of risk-sharing in the capital

relief and performance profitability of the portfolio of project finance. When doing risk-

sharing with MFIs, most of them with rating AAA, one of the first results which are

obtained is that the consumption of economic capital is reduced substantially. This capital

relief is shown by the financial model used and will be discussed in the next Chapter

IV. Another result obtained through this risk-sharing structure is a better performance

profitability of the project finance portfolio.

At the same time, this risk-sharing structure allows the commercial bank to reduce

credit risk exposure to a specific client and to a specific sector. This works considers the

Energy and the Infrastructure sectors. What increases the capacity of the commercial

bank for new investments because it has freed up capital. Ultimately an optimal manage-

ment of economic capital on our assets portfolio would be made. This is also particularly

relevant when the business model of the commercial bank is based on its relationship with

its clients and franchises. This is something that the new financial regulation seeks to

achieve for the financial industry.

In the credit risk carried out under the analytical approach, the author modelled two

different scenarios: with a guarantee from a MFI and without such a guarantee. As

mentioned, assumptions have incorporated the guarantee from the MFI in the recovery

rate. The Base Case scenario has considered a guarantee from the MFI with a credit risk

mitigation by 20% of the credit portfolio.

As an example, if there is a guarantee covering 20% of the Exposure at Default (EAD)

of the portfolio, the recovery rate would be also increased by 20%. This is the case when

there is a Partial Credit Guarantee (PCG) which mitigates credit risk, but covering the

EAD loan by loan. This work considers an assumption of a PCG mitigating credit risk
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by 20% of the portfolio.

Finally, it is important to highlight the ”portfolio impact” or ”diversification effect”

in the economic capital relief. In fact, this is the first effect of credit risk portfolio man-

agement. The second effect is the guarantee issued by the MFI covering the credit risk.

In terms of diversification, this work considers a hypothesis of an average correlation of

the portfolio by 10%, and the contribution factor is estimated as its square root, which

is 32%. This implies that the contribution in terms of economic capital provided by each

project finance on a portfolio basis is 32%. This criteria is applicable when considering

a well diversified portfolio Schroeck (2002). It has been considered an acceptable hy-

pothesis of 10% as the mean correlation of default for counterparty credit risk. This is a

conservative hypothesis, and for most practitioners and literature this mean correlation is

usually very small and under 10% (Ong, 1999; J. P. Morgan, 1997). It must be stressed

that the diversification effect is the first perceived empirically when the economic capital

is managed ”on a portfolio basis”, instead of managing ”on a standalone basis”. After

the empirical contrast, a great positive impact on the release of economic capital and the

increase in RAROC and EVA is realized.

In the following numerical example the effect of a guarantee in the recovery rate will be

estimated. A case study with three different scenarios and with the following hypothesis

is assumed:

• There is a guarantee issued by a MFI covering 20% of the credit risk default.

• Key Credit Statistics: Probability of Default (PD) by 1%. recovery rate (R) by

55%, and Severity (LGD) by 45%.

• Portfolio assets of e1000 million.

1st scenario: the guarantee covers the ‘first lost piece’ of the portfolio assets, regard-

less of the loans. This scenario only occurs in synthetic securitizations in which a junior

guarantee or CDS covers the first loss. This is not the case with our research, and in

fact this is a very expensive coverage, which is only considered in synthetic securitizations

for the equity tranch. The formula to calculate the Expected Loss as explained before is
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provided:

ELn = XnDn(1−R)

Therefore, as the Expected Loss before the guarantee would be:

ELbefore = 1000 ∗ 1% ∗ 45% = 4.5million

and with the assumption of holding a guarantee by 20% (i.e. e200 million of the portfolio),

it means that the Expected Loss after the guarantee would be 0, which means no Severity.

2nd scenario: the guarantee covers 20% of the EAD, loan by loan, from the first loan

in Default (This is the base case scenario of this Thesis). As soon as there is a default the

guarantee is executed and the amount guaranteed is recovered. In this case the Expected

Loss after the guarantee would be:

ELafter = ELbefore − 20% ∗ 1000 ∗ 1% = 1000 ∗ 1% ∗ 45%− 20% ∗ 1000 ∗ 1%

ELafter = 1000 ∗ 1% ∗ (45%− 20%) = 1000 ∗ 1% ∗ 25%

ELafter = 1000 ∗ 1% ∗ (100%− 75%) = 2.5million

Therefore, the EL after the guarantee would be by e2.5 million, which means a reduction

of the EL by e2 million. In conclusion, the recovery rate increases by 20%. This is what

has been explained before about the direct link between the percentage of the guarantee

and the recovery rate. This is the scenario of the Thesis, and the test shows empirically

that the guarantee directly affects recovery rates of the project finance.

3rd scenario: the guarantee covers 20% of ”EAD Not Recovered”, loan by loan, from

the first loan in Default. Therefore the Expected Loss after the guarantee would be:

ELafter = ELbefore − 20% ∗ 1000 ∗ 1% ∗ 45%

ELafter = 1000 ∗ 1% ∗ 45%− 20% ∗ 100 ∗ 1% ∗ 45%

ELafter = 1000 ∗ 1% ∗ (45%− 20% ∗ 45%)

ELafter = 1000 ∗ 1% ∗ 36% = 1000 ∗ 1% ∗ (100%− 64%)

ELafter = 3.6million
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It means that the recovery rate increases by 20% of 45% i.e. 9%.

3.3.3 Maths used in the Financial Model

The aim of this chapter is to explain the maths used in the proposed credit risk model,

to develop some formulas and to find out the mathematical rationale behind the financial

model. In the previous chapter the importance of risk-sharing and the impact of having

PCGs in order to free-up capital has been explained.

Because our research is trying to work out the optimal economic capital consumption

on an assets portfolio basis, the formula developed in this section will reflect both Expected

and Unexpected losses, and finally profitability ratios. In both cases two scenarios for the

analysis of the loans or structured finance transactions have been considered. In the

first scenario the loan could be ’standalone’, which means without any link or relation

with other investments. The second scenario works out with an analysis of the loan on a

portfolio basis considering its impact through the diversification effect.

Calculation of Losses

Losses to be calculated in a project finance could be Expected or Unexpected. It is possible

to estimate the credit strength of a company by observing the probability distribution of

losses and income, represented by a Gaussian distribution (Figure 3.1)
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Figure 3.1: Gaussian distributions for a range of mean and variance parameters, repre-

senting losses with different volatilities.

The mathematical formula of this distribution curve is as follows:

f (x) =
1

σ
√

2π
e−

(x−x)2

2σ2 (3.6)

in which x is the mean and σ is the standard deviation.

In a Gaussian distribution it is relevant to differentiate between two fundamental

parameters:

• Expected value or mean. The values of the variable are scattered around this value.

This value is considered to be the expected loss, since by repeating many times the

mean loss is found.

• Standard deviation. The standard deviation, σ, gives us a measure of the dispersion

of results. The standard deviation measures the deviation of results in comparison

to the expected value or average value. If the data is concentrated around the mean,

the results gotten would not make a big difference to the mean, and as a consequence,

the standard deviation would be very small; similarly if data are widely dispersed

around the mean, the results would not present a big difference to the mean, however

the standard deviation would be greater.
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In a Gaussian distribution, around 68% of data values are shown in the range

(x− σ, x+ σ). The calculation of the Unexpected losses will include this dispersion,

and in fact, it is a multiple of the dispersion.

Expected losses would be calculated through the average estimation, but the calcula-

tion of the Unexpected losses is not so easy. The economic capital will be calculated

as a multiple of the standard deviation of losses, which is estimated on the basis of

the level of credit rating of the commercial bank. Therefore, on the basis of this

rating the commercial bank should ensure to cover a certain percentage of losses.

Expected loss is the basis for the bank’s allowance for loan losses. That is, on average,

for a well-diversified portfolio, the bank will suffer a credit loss, i.e. EL. In addition, the

potential variability of credit losses beyond EL is called Unexpected loss, UL, which is

used to calculate the economic and regulatory capital. The bank allocates some capital

in order to cover any Unexpected loss. Economic capital is allocated on a loan-by-loan

basis, considering each loan’s contribution to the risk of the portfolio.

It is obvious that it is impossible to do an investment an infinite number of times,

under the same conditions. Therefore the calculation a priori of these data values is

something crucial in order to forecast the credit risk of a loan. There are two ways to

carry out this calculation. Firstly the shape of this graph could be estimated after doing

Montecarlo simulations which repeat the calculation many times under the same initial

conditions, but evolve in a different way during the time depending on the values of

probability, change of rating, non repayment, etc. Secondly, in an analytical way, the

data values for the mean and standard deviation could be estimated, and this is what

this work with an approach to the credit risk model developed under CreditMetrics has

enabled.

Expected loss for the year n This is the measure of the distribution for losses and

gains, and it shows us how much could be lost as an average. The formula under which

the Expected Loss has been calculated in the year n, ELn, is the following:

ELn = XnDn (1−R) (3.7)
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in which every variable means the following:

• Xn: Exposure At Default (EAD) in the year n, which is the amount that could be

lost in the year n 1

• Dn: Average rate of default from 0 to 1 in the year n. This is the probability of

default. In other words, this is a random variable which measures the probability

that a debtor would be in default, moving from a rating ’no default’ to ’default’.

The value 0 would show that it is impossible to be in ”no default”, while the value

1 would show that it is in ”default”.

• R: Average recovery rate of the credit from 0 to 1. This is a random variable which

shows the percentage expected to recover when the debtor is in default.

• (1−R): Severity or Loss Given Default (LGD).

The formula 3.7 shows us which are the factors used to estimate the Expected loss:

amount of the loan, fulfilment of the agreement and amount to be recovered through

guarantees or through other risk-sharing mechanisms to transfer the credit risk.

In the case the Probability of default Dn were 1 and the recovery rate R would be 0;

this means that in the extreme scenario of 100% Probability of default and no recovery,

the amount ELn = Xn, would be expected to be lost. In the other scenario, which is the

contrary scenario, the debtor is expected to follow through with its fulfilment of payment

(Dn = 0), or with 100% Recovery (R = 1), the expected loss ELn would be 0.

The Probability of Default Dn in the year n is calculated based on the rating and

historical experience of defaults from the commercial bank for several years.

Regarding the recovery rate R there are different factors which influence this rele-

vant variable, R,depending on the kind of credit, guarantees and credit risk mitigation

instruments.

Finally, the Expected Losses would not be influenced whether the credit were ’stan-

dalone’ or on a portfolio basis; the Expected Loss of any Company does not have any

correlation with the rest of the Companies of the portfolio.

1Para la definición oficial de las siguientes definiciones cosultar CIRCULAR 3/2008, de 22 de mayo, del
Banco de España, a entidades de crédito, sobre determinación y control de los recursos propios mı́nimos.
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Unexpected Loss (economic capital) in the year n (not diversified) Unexpected

Loss gives us the economic capital required by the creditor to cope with unexpected losses.

The calculation of this economic capital gives us a scope to secure that if losses are bigger

than usual (calculated in the expected loss), the consequences would still be manageable.

The formula used to calculate the economic capital required (Unexpected Loss, ULn)

during the year n, is the following:

ULn = Cn = λσn (P ) (3.8)

in which λ is a capitalization factor according to the bank solvency and σn (P ) provides

us with the volatility of the loan value in the year n considering different levels of rating,

including ”default”.

The capitalization factor λ would be bigger depending on the bank solvency. A higher

bank solvency implies a higher capitalization factor λ. In times of a strong economic

situation, the economic capital will always be overestimated in order to reduce the risk of

using up the capital.

The volatility in the year n, σn (P ), is the standard deviation of the distribution of

probabilities of losses and gains. It is calculated according to the following formula:

σ2
n (P ) =

N∑
j=1

pj,n
(
Pj,n − Pn

)2
+Dn

[(
R− Pn

)2
+ σ2

R

]
(3.9)

σn (P ) =

√√√√ N∑
j=1

pj,n
(
Pj,n − Pn

)2
+Dn

[(
R− Pn

)2
+ σ2

R

]
(3.10)

given the following variables:

• N : number of ratings, not including the ’default’.

• pj,n: probability to reach the rating j (not including ’default’) in the year n.

• Pj,n: value of the loan in the year n for the rating j (not including ’default’).

• Pn: average value of the loan in the year n, which is calculated with the formula:
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Pn =
n∑

j=1

pj,nPj,n +DnR (3.11)

The result of
n∑

j=1

pj,nPj,n gives us the expected loan value, taking into account the loan

value for the rating j and the probability that it attains the specified rating. Due to the

fact that the average loan includes the possibility of non-payment or default, the product

of the probability of default Dn has to be added to the amount R recovered.

• Dn: this is the rate of default explained before.

• R: this is the recovery rate, which is considered as the total amount, instead of a

percentage as previously explained.

• σR: volatility of the recovery rate R. This is the standard deviation of the value of

recovery rate planned.

The equation 3.9 for the calculation of the volatility is shown to be quite complex. In

order to do it, all possible variations in the loan are considered. Firstly, when there is

a change of rating there would be a change for the whole hypothesis and the expected

losses. Subsequently, the difference between the average loan and the loan for that rating

is carried out. In this factor the possibility of having a ’default’is not considered, because

this ’default’ would have a direct influence on the rate of default and the recovery rate.

With the possibility of non-payment or default, another factor which influences the

random variables is the rate of default. As it is shown, the rate of default has its own

volatility, due to the uncertainty of calculating Dn. In order to estimate its volatility,

the difference between the recovery rate and the average loan and the volatility of the

recovery rate σR, weighted with the average probability that Dn could happen, has to be

calculated.

Economic capital for the year n (diversified) In the case of having a large, well-

diversified portfolio of project finance, a factor must be added to the previous formula to

calculate the economic capital: the amount CXdivY
n , which shows us the economic capital

for a loan on a portfolio basis in the year n, and it is calculated with the following formula:
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CXdivY 2

n = ρC2
n (3.12)

CXdivY
n =

√
ρCn

in which ρ is the correlation of average ’default’ of clients on the portfolio and Cn is

the economic capital without diversification.

The coefficient or constant factor ρ, is the average of the correlation factor of a client (in

our case a client is a project finance transaction) with every other client on the portfolio.

This factor shows us the rate of relation among clients, in order to know whether the

risk in every investment is independent or not. If the correlation coefficient ρ between

two companies is 0, it shows us that the growth or decrease of a client does not have

any relation to the behaviour of another client; but if this correlation coefficient ρ is 1, it

shows us that both clients grow or decrease with the same rate.

There are many ways to calculate ρ for each group of two companies 23. In general,

factors like the economic evolution of Companies, the Country of origin, industry or sector

of activity, sources of funding to repay the loan and so on are considered. For the creditor,

there is less risk to invest in Companies with low coefficients of correlation, because the

possibility of a few defaults would not imply big losses.

Calculation of profitability

For the calculation of profitability, parameters agreed in the Basel Accord will be used,

in which recommendations about legislation and banking regulation are given. The most

common parameters or formulae currently used are the RAROC and the EV A.

Risk Adjusted Return On Capital (RAROC) for the year n The risk adjusted

return on capital for the year n, RAROCn, provides us the expected gains or returns in

relation to the capital invested, which is the economic capital. According to the Basel

Convention the formula to calculate this profitability is the following:

2Estructuras de Correlaciones de Crédito para el Cálculo de Capital Económico; Rafael Cavestany,
Price Waterhouse Coopers.

3Correlaciones en finanzas; Juan Carlos Garćıa, UAM
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RAROCn =
ExpectedBenefits

EconomicCapital
=
SndnREn

SndnC∗n
(3.13)

in which, the variables give us the following information:

• Sn: probability of survival for the loan at the beginning of the year n, between 0 and

1. When the RAROCn of a transaction (i.e. project finance) is estimated, future

capital will be considered, which is uncertain, because there are future cash flows

that are discounted and these cash flows may or may not occur. The function of

survival is the probability assuming that there is a high probability of having cash

flows, but not a 100% probability.

• dn: discount factor for the year n.

• C∗n: economic capital. The symbol ∗ indicates that it is possible to consider the

economic capital as diversified or not diversified.

• REn: expected gain or return for the year n, expected gains.

In the formula 3.13 it is possible to simplify the terms of survival and discount. In

this sense, the annual RAROC would be the following formula:

RAROCn =
REn

C∗n
(3.14)

The Expected Gain or Return, REn, for the year n is calculated by income minus

expenses. It is possible to calculate this taking into account all the known parameters a

priori :

REn = Mn −Gn − ELn + C∗nrn (3.15)

where:

• Mn: spread plus fees for the year n.

• Gn: expenses for the year n.

• ELn: expected loss for the year n.

• rn: rate of return for the capital for the year n.
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Economic Value Added, EVA .

All calculations explained so far show the parameters for the risk management of the

portfolio during one year. An interesting piece of data is the total expected gains or

returns during the whole life of the project finance, at the end of the T years of the

loan. EV A could be estinated as the difference between the profitability of the assets and

the cost of funding of the capital required to keep the mentioned assets. Therefore, the

following formula is provided:

EV A = (RAROC − CC)C∗ (3.16)

in which: RAROC: this is an extrapolation of the RAROCn which was previously calcu-

lated for a year. To value it, the following formula will be used:

RAROC =

T∑
n=1

SndnREn

C∗
(3.17)

C∗: this is the sum of the economic capital for every year, multiplied by the discount

factors and the probability of survival:

C∗ =
T∑

n=1

SndnC
∗
n (3.18)

CC: Cost of Capital. This is estimated as the sum of the Risk-Free Rate and the Risk

Premium for the Banking Sector. Through applying these definitions, the formula 3.16

can be redefined in the following way:

EV A =
T∑

n=1

SndnREn − CC
T∑

n=1

SndnC
∗
n (3.19)
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Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

Results are presented and main formula of credit risk statistics revisited, fol-

lowing a discussion through a comparison of results under the main assump-

tions of this work: the diversification effect and risk-sharing. It follows a

discussion applying a single-factor stress test scenario in which sharp eco-

nomic changes impact the project finance portfolio, with the risk-sharing and

economic capital variable being reveiwed.

This chapter presents the main results about risk-sharing in economic capital relief and

performance profitability of a project finance portfolio, along with its effect in recovery. It

could be said this is a quantification in terms of economic capital allocation (Crouhy et al.,

2006) of risk-sharing with MFIs (Matsukawa and Habeck, 2007). All variables have been

calculated, taking into account the Base Case Scenario (without having a guarantee from

a MFI), and finally considering a scenario with a guarantee from a MFI that mitigates

the credit risk and improves the recovery rate. Under these assumptions the capital relief

and profitability measures on a standalone and on a portfolio basis have been valued.

As mentioned in Chapter III profitability has been calculated by RAROC with a single

hurdle rate (Milne and Onorato, 2007) and EVA methodology, see (Sharma and Kumar,

2010).

Since the crisis of 2007-2008, stress test scenarios have been applied to commercial

banks in Europe, and for this reason it makes sense to review risk sharing with MFIs

through stress test analysis in a similar economic environment. This work has applied
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a sensitivity analysis or single-factor test assessing how the portfolio of project finance

responds to sharp economic changes or relevant risk parameters.

The following discussion takes into account the case of a commercial bank with a credit

rating of AA, in a scenario in which the cost of capital for the bank is 9%, the funding cost

is 30 basis points over 12 month Euribor rate, and the efficiency cost 20%. The commercial

bank has a portfolio which amounts to e4,860 million and this is formed by a pool of

project finance transactions duly diversified by geography and rating, and by sectors -

eight energy efficiency and nine infrastructure projects-, with an average correlation of

0.1. The contribution factor on a portfolio basis in terms of economic capital has been

estimated as the square root of the average correlation which is 32%. Instead of Gaussian

Copulas, in this case, the square root is being used, and is a valid and tested approach to

working out the contribution factor, see Schroeck (2002).

The analysis of economic capital consumption and the profitability of the infrastructure

and energy project finance portfolio, applying the credit risk methodology described in

Chapter III, shows the following results for a period of five years. It has been estimated

using the credit risk model based on CreditMetrics (J. P. Morgan, 1997).

It could be useful to recall some formula and financial concepts used in the current

analysis for the most important key credit risk statistics which have been valued: Expected

Loss (EL), the Economic Capital (EC) or Unexpected Loss (UL), the Risk Adjusted

Return on Capital (RAROC), and finally the Economic Value Added (EVA).

The Expected Loss in the year ”n” has been calculated as follows:

ELn = XnDn(1−R)

Being Xn the Exposure at Default (EAD) in the year ”n”, Dn the Probability of

Default (PD) in the year ”n”, and (1−R) the severity.

The Economic Capital EC is calculated as the following equation:

EC = λσn

where λ is a factor of capitalization for the commercial bank and σn is the volatility for

losses in the year ‘n’. The capitalization factor is calculated assuming the percentage of
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potential losses that the commercial bank would like to be covered and assured for, and

it also depends on the credit rating of the commercial bank. As mentioned, it has been

assumed that λ is equal to 3.29, and it means that the commercial bank will set aside

3.29 times the value of volatility (or standard deviation) of losses and would imply a rate

of 99.95% of coverage of Unexpected Losses (UL).

This research assumes the impact of risk-sharing, as a consequence of a PCG issued

by the MFI, in the capital relief and performance profitability of the portfolio of project

finance. A key credit risk statistic to estimate the impact of risk-sharing is the recovery

rate because the PCG has a direct link with it Altman (2006). As explained in Chapter

III, in the case of a PCG, a new recovery rate R′ would be achieved through the following

formula:

R′ = R +R(G) (4.1)

R(G) is the additional factor of recovery rate due to the new guarantee added.

The recovery rate value depends on the evolution of the project finance with all its

implicit risks. The PCG issued by the MFI mitigates the credit and political risks of

project finance, and would decrease their probability of default while improving their re-

covery rates, (Altman, 2006; Altman et al., 2005). In this sense it is possible to talk about

volatility of recovery rate. This work assumes a hypothesis of ”recovery rate volatility”

σR of 30%.

The risk adjusted return on capital (RAROC) RAROCn, provides the expected gains

or returns in relation to the capital invested, which is the economic capital. The formula

to calculate this profitability is the following:

RAROCn =
ExpectedBenefits

EconomicCapital
=
SndnREn

SndnC∗n
(4.2)

The Economic Value Added (EVA) is calculated by multiplying the Economic Capital

by the (RAROC minus the Cost of Capital (CC)). A scenario has been considered in

which the cost of capital for the bank is 9%.

EV A = EC(RAROC − CC) (4.3)
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4.1 Multiannual Portfolio Analysis of the Base Case

Scenario

In this analysis of the base case scenario, only the portfolio effect is considered, without

guarantees from IFIs. The impact of portfolio diversification on economic capital relief

results in an increase of profitability through RAROC and EVA and shows that the:

• Expected Loss (EL) of the portfolio amounts to e46.3 million

• Economic capital consumption of the portfolio (UL standalone) without taking into

account the diversification effect amounts to e2,495.5 million.

• Economic capital consumption (UL Portfolio Basis) including the diversification

effect amounts to e789.2 million.

• Profitability performance of the portfolio measured through RAROC standalone

would be 10,24% whilst measuring RAROC including the diversification effect (on

a portfolio basis) would be increased to 28,00%.

• Economic Value Added of the portfolio measured through EVA standalone amounts

to e31 million and EVA including the diversification effect (EVA Portfolio Basis)

would be increased to e149.9 million.

• Economic Value Added of the portfolio due to the diversification effect (on a portfolio

basis), which is calculated as (EVA Portfolio basis minus EVA standalone) amounts

to e118.9 million.

Table 4.1: Multiannual Portfolio Analysis Base Case Scenario

PROJECT AMOUNT EL

UL
Stand
alone

UL
Portfolio
Basis

RAROC
Stand
alone

RAROC
Portfolio
Basis

EVA
Stand
alone

EVA
Portfolio
Basis

Portfolio
Value

C1 362.00 2.92 159.25 50.36 0.11 0.30 3.04 10.60 7.55
C2 538.00 4.34 236.31 74.73 0.11 0.29 3.93 15.14 11.21
C3 156.00 1.26 69.15 21.87 0.12 0.34 2.17 5.45 3.28
C4 650.00 5.75 217.26 68.70 0.12 0.33 5.99 16.35 10.36
C5 144.00 1.16 63.93 20.22 0.12 0.35 2.16 5.19 3.03
C6 129.00 1.04 57.01 18.03 0.12 0.32 1.51 4.21 2.70
C7 136.00 1.10 60.29 19.06 0.12 0.34 1.89 4.75 2.86
C8 141.00 1.14 62.12 19.65 0.11 0.31 1.34 4.29 2.95
C9 700.00 6.19 233.62 73.88 0.11 0.32 5.67 16.81 11.14
C10 250.00 1.84 77.37 24.47 0.12 0.34 2.55 6.22 3.68
C11 550.00 4.44 243.43 76.98 0.12 0.33 7.04 18.59 11.55
C12 265.00 2.19 60.16 19.02 0.12 0.32 1.57 4.41 2.85
C13 100.00 0.81 78.70 24.89 0.11 0.29 1.22 4.94 3.72
C14 250.00 5.35 348.16 110.10 0.07 0.17 -8.27 8.49 16.76
C15 224.00 4.79 318.69 100.78 0.08 0.21 -3.16 12.20 15.36
C16 150.00 1.22 117.35 37.11 0.10 0.27 1.03 6.58 5.54
C17 115.00 0.80 93.13 29.45 0.10 0.29 1.37 5.76 4.39
TOTAL 4860.00 46.34 2495.93 789.28 10.24% 28.00% 31.04 149.97 118.93
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4.2 Multiannual Portfolio Analysis including guaran-

tee from a MFI

In this analysis we take into account the guarantee from a MFI as a credit risk mitigation

instrument which increases the recovery of every project finance and also for the portfolio.

This increase in recovery has a direct impact on capital relief, increasing profitability over

credit risk and increasing the economic value added of every project finance and for the

portfolio. It presents the following results:

• Expected Loss (EL) of the portfolio of project finance decreased to e25.5 million.

• Economic capital consumption of the portfolio (UL standalone), without taking into

account the diversification effect, is reduced to e1,951.6 million

• Economic capital of the portfolio (UL Portfolio Basis), including the diversification

effect, is reduced to e617.2 million.

In order to improve results of profitability the average cost of the guarantee which is

issued by MFI is included, assuming a cost of 20 basis points. In this scenario the model

presents the following results:

• Increases in the profitability of the portfolio. RAROC standalone is increased up to

12.48% and RAROC including diversification effect (RAROC on Portfolio Basis) is

increased up to 35.05%.

• Increases in the economic value added of the portfolio. The EVA standalone is

increased up to e68 million and EVA including the diversification effect (EVA on

Portfolio Basis) is increased up to e160.8 million.

• Economic value added of the portfolio as a consequence of the diversification effect

and the guarantee issued by the MFI. This EVA is calculated as (EVA Portfolio

basis - EVA standalone). It amounts to e92.8 million.
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Table 4.2: Multiannual Portfolio Analysis including MFI Risk-sharing (Guarantee from

MFI)

PROJECT AMOUNT EL

UL
Stand
alone

UL
Portfolio
Basis

RAROC
Stand
alone

RAROC
Portfolio
Basis

EVA
Stand
alone

EVA
Portfolio
Basis

Portfolio
Value

C1 362.00 1.75 118.09 37.34 13.59% 38.49% 5.42 11.01 5.59
C2 538.00 2.61 175.19 55.40 13.26% 37.44% 7.46 15.76 8.29
C3 156.00 0.76 51.35 16.24 15.23% 43.67% 3.20 5.63 2.43
C4 650.00 3.83 158.63 50.16 14.66% 42.01% 8.99 16.56 7.57
C5 144.00 0.70 47.48 15.02 15.55% 44.69% 3.11 5.36 2.25
C6 129.00 0.62 42.31 13.38 14.58% 41.61% 2.36 4.36 2.00
C7 136.00 0.66 44.77 14.16 15.23% 43.67% 2.79 4.91 2.12
C8 141.00 0.68 46.08 14.57 13.92% 39.53% 2.27 4.45 2.18
C9 700.00 4.13 170.49 53.92 14.22% 40.60% 8.90 17.03 8.14
C10 250.00 1.11 57.70 18.25 15.07% 43.21% 3.51 6.24 2.74
C11 550.00 2.66 180.72 57.15 14.90% 42.64% 10.67 19.22 8.56
C12 265.00 1.46 44.35 14.02 13.87% 39.41% 2.16 4.27 2.10
C13 100.00 0.35 65.09 20.58 12.37% 34.53% 2.19 5.25 3.06
C14 250.00 1.78 299.56 94.73 8.25% 21.78% -2.26 12.11 14.37
C15 224.00 1.60 272.06 86.03 9.90% 27.03% 2.45 15.51 13.06
C16 150.00 0.52 97.19 30.73 11.55% 31.92% 2.48 7.04 4.57
C17 115.00 0.27 80.55 25.47 11.83% 32.78% 2.28 6.06 3.78
TOTAL 4860.00 25.48 1951.61 617.15 12.48% 35.05% 67.97 160.78 92.81

4.3 Analysis and Comparison MFI Risk-sharing vs

Base Case Scenario

In the comparative analysis of scenarios, with and without the guarantee issued by a

MFI (Analysis and Comparison of MFI Credit Risk Mitigation vs Base Case Scenario)

it is concluded that there is a large amount of capital relief along with an increase in

profitability. The objective of profitability and economic capital optimization is achieved

by combining the portfolio or the diversification effect with the impact of the guarantee

issued by the MFI. The main results show that the:

• Expected Loss (EL) is reduced by e20.8 million.

• Economic capital standalone (UL standalone) is reduced by e544.3 million. For

each 1% of extra recovery, the economic capital is reduced by e25 million. In

other words, for each 1% increase of recovery, the economic capital CE standalone

decreases by 1%.

• Economic capital including the diversification effect (UL Portfolio Basis) is reduced

by e172 million. For each 1% of recovery, the economic capital decreases by e8 mil-

lion. It means that for each 1% increase of recovery, the economic capital diversified

(UL Portfolio Basis) is reduced by 1%.
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• RAROC standalone increases by 2.24% while RAROC on a portfolio basis increases

by 7.05%.

• EVA standalone increases by e36.9 million. It implies an increase of EVA by 120%,

and also it could be concluded that EVA increases by e1.8 million for each 1%

increase of the guarantee issued by the MFI.

• EVA on a portfolio basis increases by e10.8 million, and it implies an increase of

7.2%.

Table 4.3: Conclusions: Analysis and Comparison MFI Credit Risk Mitigation vs Base

Case Scenario

PROJECT AMOUNT EL

UL
Stand
alone

UL
Portfolio
Basis

RAROC
Stand
alone

RAROC
Portfolio
Basis

EVA
Stand
alone

EVA
Portfolio
Basis

Portfolio
Value

C1 0.00 -1.17 -41.16 -13.02 0.03 0.08 2.38 0.42 -1.96
C2 0.00 -1.74 -61.12 -19.33 0.03 0.08 3.53 0.62 -2.92
C3 0.00 -0.50 -17.80 -5.63 0.03 0.10 1.03 0.18 -0.85
C4 0.00 -1.92 -58.63 -18.54 0.03 0.09 3.00 0.21 -2.79
C5 0.00 -0.46 -16.44 -5.20 0.03 0.10 0.95 0.17 -0.78
C6 0.00 -0.42 -14.70 -4.65 0.03 0.09 0.85 0.15 -0.70
C7 0.00 -0.44 -15.52 -4.91 0.03 0.10 0.90 0.16 -0.74
C8 0.00 -0.46 -16.04 -5.07 0.03 0.09 0.93 0.16 -0.77
C9 0.00 -2.06 -63.12 -19.96 0.03 0.09 3.23 0.23 -3.00
C10 0.00 -0.74 -19.67 -6.22 0.03 0.09 0.96 0.02 -0.94
C11 0.00 -1.78 -62.72 -19.83 0.03 0.09 3.63 0.64 -2.99
C12 0.00 -0.73 -15.81 -5.00 0.02 0.07 0.60 -0.15 -0.74
C13 0.00 -0.46 -13.60 -4.30 0.02 0.06 0.97 0.32 -0.66
C14 0.00 -3.56 -48.60 -15.37 0.02 0.05 6.01 3.61 -2.40
C15 0.00 -3.19 -46.63 -14.75 0.02 0.06 5.62 3.31 -2.30
C16 0.00 -0.70 -20.16 -6.37 0.02 0.05 1.44 0.47 -0.98
C17 0.00 -0.53 -12.59 -3.98 0.01 0.04 0.91 0.30 -0.61
TOTAL 0.00 -20.86 -544.32 -172.13 2.24% 7.05% 36.93 10.81 -26.12

4.4 Stress Test Scenario Analysis

It is interesting to apply a stress test scenario to the current assumptions and credit risk

model. This is also important because credit risk models work on scenarios of financial

stability and ceteris paribus values for main credit risk assumptions, but when there is

distress in financial markets and instability due to other factors like politics, war, or

any natural disaster, credit risk models should take into account increases in default and

downgrading. These are called stress test scenario and are extremely difficult to model

but at least approximations should be made, as done in the current model.

In these stress test scenario analyses, three potential scenarios have been considered.

Firstly, a downgrading of rating for the commercial bank (lender), which implies lower

capital requirements. (Servigny and Renault, 2004) highlights the credit rating as the
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agencys opinion representing the creditworthiness of an obliger. Secondly, an increase of

default in emerging countries along with changes in the regulatory framework which affect

Project Finance transactions through the increase in the default of these projects.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, this credit risk model has considered a capitalization

factor called lambda of 3.29 (which implies that the commercial bank will keep 3.29 times

the value of volatility or mean deviation of losses). This value lambda of 3.29 implies a

rating AA for the commercial bank and a level of 99.95%.

First scenario A downgrade of the commercial bank in which its AA rating has been

reduced to BBB is considered, without contemplating changes in credit investments. As

a consequence of this downgrading the level of credit risk coverage, which is shown in

transition matrices, would be 99.70% and the value of lambda would be 2.75. In this

case, the economic capital standalone (Analysis Portfolio Plurianual including guarantee

from a MFI) would fall to e1,638.7 million and the economic capital with diversification

effect (UL Portfolio Basis) would fall to e518,2 million, whilst increasing the profitability

over credit risk.

Nevertheless, in order to properly calculate the new RAROC and EVA the funding

cost for the commercial bank has to be considered, and this has increased, which has

a reverse effect. With assumptions that this funding cost would have increased to 100

basis points and the cost of capital would not had changed, the final impact would be a

negative profitability for the project finance. This means that before downgrading EVA

was at e160.8 million and after downgrading EVA amounted to e90.4 million.
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Table 4.4: Scenario 1: Multiannual Portfolio Analysis including Credit Risk Mitigation

Instrument (Guarantee from MFI)

PROJECT AMOUNT EL

UL
Stand
alone

UL
Portfolio
Basis

RAROC
Stand
alone

RAROC
Portfolio
Basis

EVA
Stand
alone

EVA
Portfolio
Basis

Portfolio
Value

C1 362.00 1.75 98.61 31.18 9.97% 27.04% 0.96 5.63 4.67
C2 538.00 2.61 146.30 46.26 9.56% 25.75% 0.83 7.75 6.92
C3 156.00 0.76 42.88 13.56 11.98% 33.41% 1.28 3.31 2.03
C4 650.00 3.83 132.47 41.89 9.26% 24.92% 0.34 6.67 6.32
C5 144.00 0.70 39.65 12.54 12.38% 34.67% 1.34 3.22 1.88
C6 129.00 0.62 35.33 11.17 11.18% 30.88% 0.77 2.44 1.67
C7 136.00 0.66 37.38 11.82 11.98% 33.41% 1.12 2.89 1.77
C8 141.00 0.68 38.48 12.17 10.38% 28.33% 0.53 2.35 1.82
C9 700.00 4.13 142.37 45.02 8.71% 23.18% -0.41 6.38 6.80
C10 250.00 1.11 48.18 15.24 9.29% 24.92% 0.14 2.43 2.29
C11 550.00 2.66 150.91 47.72 11.59% 32.15% 3.90 11.05 7.15
C12 265.00 1.46 37.03 11.71 4.67% 10.29% -1.61 0.15 1.76
C13 100.00 0.35 54.36 17.19 11.48% 31.72% 1.35 3.91 2.56
C14 250.00 1.78 250.15 79.10 8.00% 21.01% -2.50 9.50 12.00
C15 224.00 1.60 227.18 71.84 10.00% 27.35% 2.28 13.18 10.90
C16 150.00 0.52 81.16 28.50 10.48% 28.56% 1.20 5.02 3.82
C17 115.00 0.27 76.25 21.27 11.04% 30.28% 1.37 4.53 3.15
Total 4860.00 25.48 1638.70 518.20 9.79% 26.54% 12.89 90.39 77.50

Second scenario Increases in the risk of default in emerging countries and also for

the regulatory framework affecting project finance transactions, with the consequence of

increasing the risk of default of the project finance portfolio. At the same time and due to

the current sovereign debt crisis some countries have been downgraded, affecting the rating

of project finance in those countries Izquierdo and Vassallo (2004). As a consequence

of this second assumption of increasing probabilities of default, an increase of default

correlation in our portfolio and a decrease in the diversification effect is expected. We

could consider a correlation of 0.3 (as an assumption in this second stress scenario) instead

of 0.1 and for this reason the contribution factor for each project due to the diversification

effect would be 0.55 instead of 0.32, see Schroeck (2002). In this case the Expected Loss

and the economic capital standalone would be increased substantially to e80.2 million

and e4,024.3 million respectively (due to the lower credit rating of its investments), and

the economic capital including the diversification effect would be increased to e2,204.2

million (due to a lower rating of project finance transactions and a higher correlation

among them). In this case, the huge impact on a higher economic capital consumption is

realised.

Another assumption under this scenario is that the cost of capital increases from 9%

to 12% (as a consequence of increase in the market risk premium). In this case, the EVA

with diversification effect would be reduced due to the increase of expected losses and due

to the increase in the cost of economic capital, reducing the EVA to -e90.26 million.
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Table 4.5: Scenario 2: Multiannual Portfolio Analysis including Credit Risk Mitigation

Instrument (Guarantee from MFI)

PROJECT AMOUNT EL

UL
Stand
alone

UL
Portfolio
Basis

RAROC
Stand
alone

RAROC
Portfolio
Basis

EVA
Stand
alone

EVA
Portfolio
Basis

Portfolio
Value

C1 362.00 7.74 287.33 157.38 4.30% 6.21% -22.13 -9.11 13.02
C2 538.00 11.51 426.44 233.57 4.17% 5.97% -33.41 -14.08 19.33
C3 156.00 3.34 124.69 68.30 4.94% 7.39% -8.80 -3.15 5.65
C4 650.00 3.75 369.33 202.29 7.46% 11.91% -16.78 -0.18 16.60
C5 144.00 3.08 115.26 63.13 5.07% 7.62% -7.99 -2.76 5.22
C6 129.00 2.76 102.82 56.32 4.68% 6.92% -7.52 -2.86 4.66
C7 136.00 2.91 108.70 59.54 4.94% 7.39% -7.67 -2.75 4.93
C8 141.00 3.02 112.07 61.38 4.43% 6.45% -8.49 -3.41 5.08
C9 700.00 4.04 397.14 217.52 7.26% 11.56% -18.81 -0.96 17.85
C10 250.00 1.08 141.12 77.29 7.37% 11.73% -6.53 -0.21 6.33
C11 550.00 11.76 439.00 240.45 4.81% 7.15% -31.55 -11.65 19.90
C12 265.00 1.71 127.01 69.56 5.81% 9.04% -7.87 -2.06 5.80
C13 100.00 3.65 137.20 75.15 3.22% 4.43% -12.04 -5.69 6.35
C14 250.00 6.08 388.82 212.96 4.68% 7.09% -28.47 -10.46 18.01
C15 224.00 5.45 347.13 190.13 5.83% 9.19% -21.42 -5.34 16.07
C16 150.00 5.48 220.74 120.91 2.90% 3.84% -18.74 -9.21 9.53
C17 115.00 2.80 179.51 98.32 3.82% 5.52% -14.69 -6.37 8.32
Total 4860.00 80.16 4024.30 2204.20 5.19% 7.89% -272.91 -90.26 182.66

Third scenario This would be the case of scenario 1 and 2 together. In comparison

with figures from the Multiannual Portfolio Analysis including guarantee from a MFI, in

the assumption of a crisis scenario in capital markets which would imply a decrease in

the value of project investments along with a decrease in the credit quality, the global

situation could be summarized in the following items:

• Increases in expected losses by e54.7 million, from e25.5 million to e80.2 million.

• Increases in economic capital standalone by e1,498.0 million, from e1,962.5 million

to e3,360.5 million.

• Increases in economic capital with diversification effect by e1,220.0 million, from

e620.6 million to e1,840.6 million.

• Decreases in RAROC with diversification effect by 31.36%, from 35.05% to 3.69%.

• Decreases of EVA with diversification effect by e286.6 million, from e160.8 million

to -e125.8 million.

Additionally to the systematic analysis that the commercial bank could make about

the credit risk of its portfolios, the commercial bank should analyse negative scenarios of

stress as described above or other similar scenarios that have occurred in other economic

or financial crises. This analysis would help the commercial bank to be ready in terms of

economic capital if these negative scenarios arose.
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Table 4.6: Scenario 1+2: Multiannual Portfolio Analysis including Credit Risk Mitigation

Instrument (Guarantee from MFI)

PROJECT AMOUNT EL

UL
Stand
alone

UL
Portfolio
Basis

RAROC
Stand
alone

RAROC
Portfolio
Basis

EVA
Stand
alone

EVA
Portfolio
Basis

Portfolio
Value

C1 362.00 7.74 239.94 131.42 2.52% 2.96% -22.75 -11.88 10.87
C2 538.00 11.51 356.10 195.05 2.36% 2.67% -34.34 -18.20 16.14
C3 156.00 3.34 104.12 57.03 3.31% 4.40% -9.05 -4.33 4.72
C4 650.00 3.75 308.41 168.92 5.17% 7.73% -21.08 -7.21 13.87
C5 144.00 3.08 96.25 52.72 3.46% 4.69% -8.22 -3.86 4.36
C6 129.00 2.76 85.86 47.03 2.99% 3.83% -7.73 -3.84 3.89
C7 136.00 2.91 90.77 49.72 3.31% 4.40% -7.89 -3.78 4.11
C8 141.00 3.02 93.59 51.26 2.68% 3.25% -8.73 -4.49 4.24
C9 700.00 4.04 331.63 181.64 4.93% 7.30% -23.45 -8.54 14.91
C10 250.00 1.08 117.84 64.54 5.04% 7.47% -8.21 -2.92 5.28
C11 550.00 11.76 366.59 200.79 3.15% 4.11% -32.45 -15.83 16.61
C12 265.00 1.71 106.06 58.09 2.57% 3.12% -10.01 -5.16 4.85
C13 100.00 3.65 114.57 62.75 2.43% 2.98% -10.96 -5.66 5.30
C14 250.00 6.08 324.68 177.84 4.30% 6.41% -24.99 -9.95 15.04
C15 224.00 5.45 289.87 158.77 5.68% 8.91% -18.32 -4.90 13.42
C16 150.00 5.48 171.97 94.19 2.05% 2.28% -17.12 -9.16 7.96
C17 115.00 2.80 162.23 88.83 3.28% 4.53% -13.07 -6.13 6.94
Total 4860.00 80.16 3360.50 1840.60 3.69% 5.14% -278.36 -125.83 152.53
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Research

The conclusions are presented in response to the main question of the work.

Topics to be addressed which are outside the aims of this work are presented

as additional areas for further academic research.

5.1 Conclusions

This research has analysed the impact of risk-sharing with MFIs on a pool of project

finance transactions in infrastructure and energy projects, and its potential to increase

project finance efficiency and viability.

From the perspective of a commercial bank, the main conclusion is that when working

on risk-sharing financing with MFIs, there is a huge economic capital relief brought about

by portfolio-diversification and risk-sharing. From the perspective of the sponsor of an

infrastucture project or energy efficiency project, it would be easier to get financing for

this project if commercial banks would have a lower economic capital consumption.

From the research it has been found that at present there are a great variety of credit

risk mitigation instruments issued by MFIs, which were outlined in Chapter II. It could

be highlighted that MFIs are trying their best to develop new risk mitigation instruments.

Nevertheless, in most cases these credit risk facilities are offered without highlighting the

benefit of capital relief achieved through them.

While risk-sharing facilities have been found in MFIs, there is no evidence of academic
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research about the impact of risk-sharing facilities through MFIs, nor their effect on

economic capital allocation and main credit risk variables; Expected Loss (EL), Recovery

Rates (RR) and Loss Given Default (LGD) for commercial banks. This work tries to

take a step in demonstrating the impact of these facilities through applying an approach

to the credit risk model based on CreditMetrics, whilst opening the door for further

research, which appears to be demanded by the industry in several sectors e.g. financial,

infrastructure and energy.

The first effect on economic capital allocation on a portfolio of project finance is the

diversification effect, which has a huge impact on capital relief. The second effect is

achieved through risk-sharing with Partial Credit Guarantees (PCG) or Political Risk

Guarantees (PRG) which are issued by MFIs, along with A/B loan schemes. These act as

credit risk mitigation instruments in project finance for infrastructure and energy projects

that improve the recovery rate for project finance transactions, whilst decreasing the

economic capital consumption and increasing the RAROC. These risk-sharing structures

should create EVA, in such a way that the cost of the guarantee issued by MFIs should

not be higher than the economic capital saved. At the same time, the Expected Loss (EL)

would be reduced by more than 40% i.e. in the current portfolio from e46.3 million to

e25.5 million.

The improvement in recovery rates is due to an additional factor of recovery rate which

is achieved through the guarantee issued by the MFI. At the same time there is a direct

link between the improvement in recovery rates and the economic capital. In relative

terms it is observed that for each 1% increase of recovery, the economic capital diversified

(UL Portfolio Basis) is reduced by 1%.

The combined effect of both assumptions: “portfolio-diversification” and “risk-sharing”,

through guarantees issued by MFIs (most of them being counter-parties with a 0% Risk

Weight) to mitigate credit-risk, allows the optimisation of the capital consumption, the

RAROC and the EVA of the portfolio.

Risk-sharing financing with MFIs would also allow commercial banks to finance more

infrastructure and energy projects, because of the freed-up capital from commercial banks.

This work shows that under the hypothesis of correlation, cost of capital, cost of funding,
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and other credit risk variables, the economic capital consumption in the Multiannual

Portfolio Analysis, Base Case Scenario would amount to e789.2 million, and this economic

capital would allow the financing of infrastructure and energy projects by up to e4,860

million. Nevertheless, in the Multiannual Portfolio Analysis, including a guarantee from

a MFI providing mitigation by 20% of the portfolio, the economic capital would amount

to e617.2 million, which shows a capital relief of e172 million. With this capital relief,

ceteris paribus, it would be possible to finance new infrastructure projects up to the value

of e1,060 million.

In a scenario of an economic and financial crisis as discussed in Chapter V (scenarios

1+2) in which the correlation of the portfolio increases up to 0.30 from 0.10 due to the

increase in the default of project finance transactions, there is a destruction of economic

value added for commercial banks. In this stress scenario, banks would not be able to

finance these infrastructures, unless they increase the recovery through guarantees issued

by MFIs along with a economic pricing strategy as shown with tested results.

In the assumption of a crisis scenario in capital markets, as discussed in Chapter

IV, there would be a decrease in the economic value of these project investments. The

downgrading of the commercial bank would imply a lower economic capital required on

a standalone and on a portfolio basis, while there would be an increase in the cost of

funding and capital for the bank, which has an impact on the economic value added

(which decreases by more than 40% from e160.8 million to e90.4 million). This means

that in current scenarios of crisis like now, it is really helpful to have credit risk mitigation

instruments from MFIs in emerging countries, or from the EIB along with the EC in its

member countries.

The evidential support for this work comes from the integrity of data provided, the

ability to obtain first hand information from actual trading books of banks and rating

agencies, and the fact that the financial model CreditMetrics has been tested in the

industry. Furthermore, all the mathematics underlying this model are based on the in-

ternational legal framework for financial institutions.

Current Credit Risk Model methodologies like CreditMetrics and other ones have been

tested by the financial industry for fifteen years, and they provide relevant information for
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decision makers in commercial and investment banks. Nevertheless, the development of

credit risk methodologies for project finance based on economic value added is very recent,

and it is still pending to be developed and implemented in a large number of relevant

commercial banks. If strategic economic capital management would be implemented,

financial institutions would be more competitive and they would improve their efficiency

through cost cutting while improving their capital ratios. Another important contribution

of this work is the scientific methodology used and explained throughout the work, because

of its originality to link and to put together different perspectives of risk mitigation, along

with a financial model approach to CreditMetrics allowing to have solid results justifying

the hypothesis of this work.

To conclude, this work promotes a strategic economic capital management, through

applying methodologies of financing based on economic pricing, which would cover all

costs for banks: funding costs, general costs (personal, depreciation, and other general

expenses) and risks (Expected Losses and Economic Capital). This should be achieved

through the measured performance of RAROC and EVA objectives set out by the bank,

and through risk-sharing with MFIs to get the mentioned economic capital relief while

improving the Risk Adjusted Return on Capital.

The work is aligned with the current trend of regulators in the financial industry. The

application of credit risk financial concepts and economic pricing methodologies, along

with risk-sharing with MFIs would provide an improvement in systematic capitalisation

of commercial banks, while generating more credibility in capital markets and financial

stability. This work appears to be timely and appropriate in the current financial turmoil

in order to finance infrastructure and energy investments required, mainly in economies

with a problem of sovereign debt and especially affected by the crisis in commercial banks.

5.2 Future Research

There are a number of topics for discussion and further research, mostly in the current

environment of the financial industry in which new regulation is taking shape and being

implemented with new higher liquidity and economic capital requirements.

The following items are proposed as topics for further research:
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1. The development and implementation of a better methodology to assign rating to

project finance transactions would provide more liquidity to capital markets while

financing more infrastructure projects. This would help to refinance project finance

through project bonds, once the construction period of projects has been finished.

Academic empirical research about the forthcoming financial regulation with Basel

III would be useful for the financing of the large demand for infrastructure and

energy projects required, in which commercial banks have to manage tough economic

capital policy measures and countries have to manage their high public debts.

2. What would be the impact of new economic capital requirements for commercial

banks in the use of project finance as a source of primary financing? And what would

be the impact for commercial banks in terms of the economic returns measured as

EVA and RAROC?

3. A study of project finance statistics for infrastructure projects and another study for

energy projects, concluding with a proposal to the current Basel Accord considering

project finance could be useful for rating agencies, regulators and commercial banks.

4. To conduct research through a rating agency on the behaviour of LGD rates and un-

expected losses for a pool of project finance loans in comparison with the behaviour

of corporate loans.

5. A statistical study about the relationship between PD and LGD for a project finance

data base. Other studies suggested further research on this topic (Orgendilger,

2006). This research would require a real database to be provided by commercial

banks, as identified in other studies (Beale et al., 2002).

6. A study on the correlation of a pool of project finance transactions and their LGD

rates. A more beneficial study of this correlation of the underlying assets of the

pool would be to consider a portfolio of project finance transactions from the same

region. This is especially interesting in the current financial turmoil.
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